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LINCOLN TELEPHONE AREA

The Lincoln Area, covering as it does 2,029 square
miles, made up of North Lincolnshire and parts of
Nottinghamshire and the West Riding of Yorkshire, is
one of pleasing contrasts, which range from Lincoln
itself, with its magnificent cathedral—" The jewel of
Europe "—and a history going back to pre-Roman days,
through pleasant and fertile agricultural districts to the
modern steel town of Scunthorpe.

Industrially, too, this Area is one of contrasts : coal
mining near Doncaster ; fishing at Grimsby ; steel at
Scunthorpe ; oil at Immingham and bulbs at Spalding ;
and from the engineering works at Lincoln but a short
distance to placid inland waterways beloved of fishermen.

From the telephone point of view, Lincoln's post-war
effort has been great. Service has been provided for
25,000 new subscribers, nearly 2,000 of whom ore
farmers, many of whose long lines created a special
problem. This again reflects the diversity of the Area,
since provision of service was assisted greatly by
mechanical pole-erecting and cable-laying aids—the
latter first used during the war to meet the problems
of service to some 40 aerodromes.

READING TELEPHONE AREA

The Reading Area lies in the heart of the County of Berkshire, but includes portions of Oxfordshire to the north,
Buckinghamshire to the east and Hampshire to the south.

It embraces some of the most beautiful scenery of the Thames Valley, the picturesque villages of the Chiltern
Hills and the rolling Berkshire Downs with their prehistoric associations. The Thames flows through the Area,
bordered by the picturesque towns and villages of Goring, Streatley, Sonning, Pangbourne, Marlow, Maidenhead,
Eton and Windsor.

i Engineer; Reading, the largest town in the Area, has a world-
"We reputation for its biscuits, beer and seeds. ,t is
also the seat of one of the newer universities. Next in
importance commercially is Slough, a thriving com-
munity with varied business interests. The nearby
film studios at Iver provide a fluctuating traffic load
at the local exchange.

On the sporting side, the Area is noted for the
racecourses at Ascot and Newbury and for the
numerous horse breeding and training stables on
the Berkshire Downs. Henley-on-Thames, home of
the famous Regatta, attracts oarsmen from all over
the world.

Bracknell New Town, designed to relieve a con-
gested area in London, is beginning to take shape,
and the London County Council has ambitious
plans for the development of the area east of Slough.
To the west, the rural seclusion of Silchester (the
Calleva of Roman days) is being awakened by an
expanding establishment at which the mysteries of
atomic power are being investigated.

Area, approximately 900 square miles—number of
exchanges, 74 (40 auto., 34 manual)—exchange
lines, 37,132 — stations, 69,258 — total staff, 780
— annual revenue, £1,500,000.
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The Press Associations
Private Wire Systems
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THE PRESS ASSOCIATION, FOUNDED IN
and owned entirely by the proprietors of
Provincial newspapers, is the biggest Home

News Agency in the British Isles. It both collects
and distributes Home News of all kinds, and in
addition it serves newspapers outside London with
World news, mainly from the great British agency
Reutcrs (of which the Press Association is a part-
owner), and also from the Associated Press.

The P.A.'s main problem of communications is
therefore to deliver news as quickly as possible,
day and night, seven days a week, to more than 130
morning, evening and Sunday newspapers outside
London; and in London there is an entirely
separate Home news delivery to the London news-
papers, London offices of big provincials, the
B.B.C., and to Reuters and their "allies" (London
offices of overseas newspapers and news agencies)
who see to it that important news from Britain goes
all over the world.

The biggest item in the communications system
is the P.A.'s private telegraph network, whereby
the news is transmitted direct from London into
the offices of the provincial subscribers. No other
home news agency has such a large private-wire
system, which reaches as far as Aberdeen in the
North and Cork in the West. The main object of
this article is to show how it developed and what it
is today.

Throughout the whole of its life, the P.A.'s con-
nection with the Post Office has been close and
continuous.

From 1870, when the first P.A. news message
was sent, to 1920 all news was distributed (except
to the London newspapers served by messenger)
by means of Post Office press telegrams. The G.P.O.
had a special staff to deal with press work and their
skill and knowledge was considerable, but it was
clear even before the 1914-18 war that newspapers
served only by press telegram could not get their
news with the same speed and flexibility as the big
provincial newspapers, who rented circuits from
the Post Office and transmitted with their own
apparatus direct from their London to their pro-
vincial offices.

So the idea grew that the P.A., by renting Post
Office circuits and installing the necessary trans-
mitting and receiving apparatus, should operate
its own private telegraph system. A strong advocate
of this plan was the late Mr. G. B. Hodgson, Editor
of the Shields Gazette. In 1920 he became Joint
General Manager of the P.A., and with the full
co-operation of his colleague, Mr. H. C. Robbins
(now retired), the scheme was pressed forward.
The Post Office advisers were most helpful.
April, 1920, saw the opening of the first circuit, from
London to Bristol with a forked repeater which
extended the service to Wales and Devon. Other
circuits followed, until every important provincial
morning, evening and Sunday newspaper was
connected. The Crced-Wheatstone system of
automatic Morse transmission, which had proved
its worth during the 1914-18 war, was the method
adopted.

P.A., London, transmitted to P.A. telegraph
centres in Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Leeds
and Manchester. These in turn re-transmitted the
punched tape to the newspaper offices in their area
(Ireland was covered by serving Belfast from
Glasgow and Dublin and Cork from Manchester).
It need hardly be added that all circuits, then as
now, were rented from the Post Office and the
transmitting and receiving plant were provided in
their own offices by the P.A. and the newspapers
jointly.

The first Chief of the P.A.'s Telegraph Depart-
ment was Mr. J. Newlands, formerly with the
Post Office. He was succeeded in 1934 by the
present Chief, Mr. Leonard Warren, who has sup-
plied a great deal of the technical information in
this article.

The Creed-Wheatstone system was successful
from its inception. Provincial newspapers which
had previously not enjoyed private-wire facilities
were able to publish up-to-the-minute news on level
terms with bigger contemporaries, and the latter
also obtained better service than they had secured
before from the use of their own leased wires; but
the very success of the plan was ultimately its un-
doing. Able to send out more news at greater speed,
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the P.A. increased the quantity and variety of its
services, but the thirst of the newspapers for yet
greater and more varied supplies was unslaked.
Those were the days of cheap and abundant news-
print, with competition tending always to increased
newspaper sizes. Thus the traffic grew beyond the
limits of what the network could conveniently
carry.

The omnibus method of working was extravagant
in line time, because although high speeds were
possible during automatic transmission, output
dropped to zero while RQs and corrections were
being received. The need to transmit "special"
items of news to particular newspapers also slowed
down the general traffic, and there were the normal
handicaps of occasional delays and interruptions.
The result was that traffic accumulated in London
and delay during peak periods became a problem.

In the meantime, developments in the Post Office,
in both equipment and cable construction, had
opened up a wider field, and multi-channel V.F.
systems were being introduced to displace the
single line working. While retaining the Creed-
Wheatstone system, the P.A. installed in London,
Manchester, Leeds and Glasgow the Standard
Telephone Company's V.F. equipment adjusted
for high-speed working.

When, in the middle of 1938, the present General
Manager of the P.A. took over, it was clear that a
major expansion of the private-wire system was
needed, and this was in principle approved by the
Board of Directors, but the delays caused by
occupying a new building were followed immedi-
ately by the War, and everything had to be post-
poned until 1945.

An experimental circuit was set up on a
4-channel basis. This removed all doubt (if any
existed) as to the efficiency of multi-channel V.F.
teleprinter working. As a result of these extensive
trials, it was decided to proceed with the re-
organisation of the system, but meantime the P. A.
had to maintain a continuous service of news and
the problem was how to change to the new system
with a minimum of interruption. A decision was
made to relinquish the physical lines and replace
them by V.F. circuits equipped with the Associa-
tion's own V.F. equipment, identical to that
adopted by the Post Office.

In addition to the five provincial centres already
mentioned, it was decided to establish one at
Newcastle, so as to provide a ring main line net-
work London - Manchester - Glasgow - Newcastle -
Leeds-London, the remaining two centres being

PRESS ASSOCIATION'S PRIVATE WIRE SYSTEMS

linked London - Birmingham - Bristol - London,
thus giving alternative routes to all centres. These
were connected by 4-wire circuits equipped with
full i8-channel duplex systems, except in the case
of Glasgow-Newcastle and Birmingham-Bristol,
which are equipped with i2-channel systems and
serve newspapers situated between those points.
Gradually, as and when further V.F. circuits
became available, the newspapers were joined to
their respective area centres and each newspaper
situated some distance from its area centre was
fitted with 6-channel equipment, while newspapers
in the same town as a centre are supplied by means
of direct current extensions. Facilities were also
provided on 6-channel links for each newspaper to
have an independent speaker channel back to its
centre.

The new installation was a very big job for the
P.A.'s telegraph chiefs and mechanics, who had not
only to plan and effect the re-equipment in London
and all the centres, but also to give advice and aid
to many newspaper offices. Every newspaper wire
room had to be reorganised for the new system, and
although a number of the newspapers were already
familiar with multi-channel teleprinter working,
there were many to which it was a completely new
and rather formidable proposition.

During the preparatory period, the Creed-
Wheatstone system was still operated on one of the
six V.F. channels. As machines became available,

In the Telegraph Room
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the teleprinters were brought into use alongside the
Creed-Wheatstone and trial transmissions were
made daily until the whole system was built up.
By the time the last circuit was available, most of
the subscribers had had the benefit of becoming
thoroughly acquainted with the new method of
transmission.

Eventually, in May, 1949, it was possible to
abandon Creed-Wheatstone and change over to
teleprinter working on a 6-channel broadcast. From
the beginning the scheme proved a success, and
although in some cases one channel was still
retained for Morse in case of emergency, it was not
long before all the newspapers went over entirely
to the new system. The result was that a flexible
and efficient instrument for news transmission was
available. Instead of one Morse channel working at
120 w.p.m., 6-channel working at 66 w.p.m. per
channel was available, capable of transmitting
roughly 400 w.p.m. This increase in carrying
capacity, though obviously important, is far from
being the sole advantage of the new set-up.

All newspapers are now served direct from
London on a broadcast basis, so that each sub-
scriber receives the same items of news at precisely
the same moment. As each subscriber has return
facilities, there is no need to stop the outward
flow of news in order to collect acknowledgments.
Racing results and " special" items can be sent
over particular channels without interference with
other news. Thus the greater carrying capacity of
the system is enhanced by the lack of interruptions.
Finally, "printing-up" of tape in the newspaper
offices is a thing of the past, as the news is printed
in page form by the receiving teleprinters, ready at
once for the attentions of the sub-editors and the
linotype operators.

Although the branch circuits are equipped with
only six channels, they have similar characteristics
to the main routes. The frequencies used on the
branch lines are 420 cycles, 540 cycles, 2100 cycles,
2220 cycles, 2340 cycles and 2460 cycles. Fre-
quencies between channels 2 and 15 are reserved
for a picture band, as will be explained.

Each provincial newspaper office is equipped with
a minimum of eight teleprinters (six receiving only
and two transmitter-receivers), and a V.F. "inter-
mediate" or terminal bay according to its position
relative to other offices on the circuit. Thus, with
six channels in use, at least two machines can be
rested for maintenance every day and are available
as spares in the event of trouble with one of those in

With the teleprinter network completed, atten-
tion was given to developing a wired picture broad-
cast simultaneously with the news service. Special
filters were designed and, after long periods of trial
and error, accurate data were available for their
manufacture. On the main lines, the middle fre-
quencies are patched out while pictures are being
transmitted, but no patching is required on the
branch lines. It will thus be seen that newspapers
over the whole country can receive pictures and
six channels of telegraphs simultaneously. The P.A.
scheme may not be unique, but it does present a
compact arrangement which uses all available
frequencies to the best advantage.

The carrying capacity between centres will
shortly be augmented by the introduction of group
modulation, which will add six more channels to
each of the provincial centres, giving twelve news
channels and pictures on the main route and six

Transmitters for the six provincial channels

news channels and pictures on the branch lines
serving individual newspapers.

In the P.A.'s London telegraph system, it has not
been necessary to adopt V.F. working. Automatic
transmission over the separate channels of three
teleprinter installations give the London subscribers
their Home news. On suitable occasions, one of
these transmitters is "switched in" to one of the
channels of the provincial system, so that one
punching and one transmission convey the news
to the whole of the subscribers. At other
times—on account of differences between the news
services—the two systems operate independently.

By the side of all this progress, a link with the
past remains. Some smaller provincial newspapers
not connected with the private wire system still
receive their news by press telegrams through the
Post Office.

Television and Sound Broad-
casting by Wire

by F. Hollinghurst, B.Sc.(Eng.J, A.C.G.F.C.. M.I.K.K..
En^iiu>cr-in-(Jii<'l ,s Office

'In the course of the following artiele, some comparisons are naturally made between the direct reeeption by
radio of broadcasting programmes and the reception of programmes by wire, but any assessment of the relative
merits of the two systems is outside the scope of the article.—Editor.)

A S LONG AGO AS 1894, THE TELEPHONE
systems in a few of the larger cities of Europe
were used to enable subscribers to listen,

in their own homes, to public entertainment, to
lectures or to religious services. Microphones in
the opera houses, theatres, halls and churches
were connected through a special exchange to
the telephone exchanges.

For more than 25 years, these systems perforce
worked without the aid of amplifiers; their range
of operation and the number of subscribers who
could be connected simultaneously to the same
place was therefore very limited. In London the
"Electrophone Exchange" (as it was called) and
the lines were provided for the Electrophone
Company at first by the National Telephone
Company and later by the Post Office. The number
of electrophone subscribers had not reached 1,000
by 1919, but by 1922, when the British Broadcasting
Company started working, this number had been
nearly doubled. Although plans were then well in
hand for extension and improvement of the electro-
phone service using valve amplifiers, it could not
compete with its popular new rival and in 1925 the
Post Office agreement with the Electrophone
Company came to an end.

The latest use of British Post Office telephone
lines in this way appears to have been in the
Bournemouth area, where, until the mid-'Lhirties,
a few subscribers continued to be connected to
certain churches. In Holland and Switzerland, an
elaboration of the system has continued to provide
broadcast programmes over many subscribers'
telephone lines, the programmes being interrupted
when a call is made or received.

Radio broadcasting brought special programmes
and news bulletins which were readily received by
large numbers of listeners at a very low cost.
For this and other reasons, radio succeeded, where

the electrophone type of system had failed, in
discovering and developing broadcasting as a near-
necessity for the millions. Within a few years,
listeners were soon spending as much on their
radio receivers as was sufficient to support a
system of programme distribution by wire, and
such systems began to appear in urban areas.

The first relay exchange systems, as they were
called, were virtually ambitious forms of the
domestic extension loudspeaker. One such system,
started in 1924 at Hythe, near Southampton, was the
first to come officially to notice in the Post Office and
in 1926 it was specially licensed to continue working.
A still earlier example was at St. Annes, Lancashire,
where, in November, 1922, when station 2ZY
became the Manchester transmitter of the newly-
formed British Broadcasting Company, a listener
had already been relaying its experimental pro-
grammes to an extension speaker in a relative's
house about 100 yards away from his receiver.
In 1926, when this system was serving some 40
listeners, a company was formed to continue its
development. A year or two later, the same group
for a time rented spare Post Office lines, over
each of which they offered a choice of two pro-
grammes, one at audio and another at carrier
frequency, to their subscribers in St. Annes and
in Lytham. Each subscriber had a crystal detector
and a single-valve amplifier in addition to a loud-
speaker.

Other systems were coming into use as the
commercial possibilities of wire broadcasting were
appreciated. By the autumn of 1927, there were to
relay exchanges with 446 subscribers. The subse-
quent growth is shown in the table overleaf.

There are several methods of distributing sound
programmes by wire. The domestic extension
loudspeaker system is the most widely used.
Instead of a loudspeaker in each of a few rooms
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fed from one pair of wires from the output of a
radio receiver, there may be up to 4,000 loud-
speakers fed from an amplifier capable of an audio
power output of as much as 2 kilowatts. Sufficient

Growth of Relay Exchanges in the United Kingdom
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power is available from the line to work the
subscribers' loudspeakers without the aid of indi-
vidual amplifiers, so that they do not need pov.-cr
mains or batteries. A separate main feeder and
separate subscribers' leads must be used for each,
programme, the selection being made by means of
a switch to connect the loudspeaker to the requirec'
line.

For a large choice of programmes, or where
listeners are relatively more scattered, it may be
worth while for each listener to have more costly
apparatus for carrier reception, the extra cost
being offset by savings in the cost of lines. Carrier
systems using specially erected wire networks have
been in use since 1946; these systems distribute
up to six programmes over a single main feeder,
with a single lead taken from the feeder to each
listener's house. At the relay exchange, apparatus
equivalent to a very low-power radio transmitter
feeds the carrier signals into the wire network. The
receiving equipments are like very simple radio
receivers.

Wire broadcasting in various forms has become
popular in many places abroad. In those countries
for which data are available—Germany, Holland,
Sweden and Switzerland and the British colonial

territories—about 1,000,000 listeners use wire
broadcasting services. About half of these are in
Holland.

In Germany, Sweden and Switzerland, carrier
systems on subscribers' telephone lines are well
established and arc growing steadily. In their
present form, these carrier broadcast services
use the same subscribers' lines as the telephone
service, without any mutual interference. In
Germany, the carrier systems generally offer a
choice from three programmes. In Sweden, as
yet only one programme is available. In Switzer-
land, the carrier system is used to distribute five
programmes for the listeners' choice and about
one-fifth of the telephone subscribers have a wire
broadcast service over the telephone lines, a
growing proportion (about one-fifth at present)
have the carrier service and the remainder use the
older, low-level, audio system, which involves
interruption of the programme for a telephone
call to be made or received. In Holland and in
British colonial territories, as in the United
Kingdom, audio systems for which the listeners
require only loudspeakers are most widely used.

Between 1936 and 1940, following Government
decisions based first on the report of the Ullswater
Committee and modified later for defence reasons,
the Post Office had placed contracts for trans-
mitting equipment for a four-programme system
for carrier wire broadcasting using local telephone
lines and ordinary long-wave radio receivers.
The project was suspended in 1940, however,
soon after war had broken out. Post-war experi-
mental equipment is more compact and is capable
of giving a choice of eight channels with improved
quality, provided the listener uses a special 3-valve
receiver. Four of the programme channels could
be received on most ordinary long-wave radio
receivers, but the quality would then be limited
by the narrow frequency band for which radio
broadcast receivers have to be designed to avoid
interference from unwanted stations in the over-
crowded medium and long wavebands. Such a
system, like those in Switzerland, Germany and
Sweden, in addition to increasing the scope of
broadcast listening, would make more use of the
very considerable local line assets in this country,
which, on average, are in use for telephone calls
for only about 20 minutes in every 24 hours.

When the B.B.C. 4O5-line television service
first started, as many as 250,000 holders of broad-
cast receiving licences in this country (about 3
per cent, of the total) were subscribers to relay

BY WIRE TO YOUR HOME
See Next Page. I

An Electrophone advertisement
from the Footlights")

Year !—Direct

exchanges. It was to be expected, therefore, that
consideration should be given to the possibilities
of distributing television programmes also by
wire. In hotels and large blocks of flats, it is particu-
larly difficult to arrange for satisfactory reception
without using many roof aerials, which in large
numbers are both costly and unsightly; instead,
one aerial, of special construction and in a care-
fully selected position to suit the local reception
conditions, and usually with an amplifier, is used
to feed the received signals over a cable to which
a large number of ordinary television radio
receivers in the building are connected. Such
communal television aerial svstems were intro-

TELEVISION AND SOUND BROADCASTING BY WIRE

duced at an early stage, but it was not until 1950
that any systems were licensed for television wire
broadcasting.

In comparison with wire broadcasting of sound
programmes, the technical problems of television
wire broadcasting are more difficult, but the
benefits to the user can be greater. The design
of any wire broadcasting system aims at reducing
the cost of reception by simplifying the subscriber's
equipment. This cannot be done without added
complexity of the distribution wire network and of
the sending equipment. For a large enough number
of subscribers, however, the cost of these items
is small compared with the cost of all the sub-
scribers' receivers. Television wire broadcasting
cannot achieve the degree of simplification in the
subscriber's apparatus which is possible in sound
systems, but the saving, though proportionately
smaller, may be large enough to be attractive
and still leave a margin for free maintenance and
replacement service. This service is a special
attraction for television receivers, which must
include expensive cathode-ray tubes.

Television wire broadcasting offers special
opportunities of providing satisfactory service in
places where direct radio reception would be
difficult and costly. For this reason, there might
eventually be a greater demand for television
than for sound wire broadcasting. Television is
more vulnerable to various forms of interference,
especially to interference from the ignition systems
of motor cars. At the wavelengths suitable for
radio transmission of television signals, reflections
from buildings, hills and many other objects can
cause the received picture to fluctuate in brightness
or to be marred by "ghost images" or other forms
of interference and distortion.

Even where these difficulties are unimportant
(as in fairly flat rural areas, for example), the range
at which reception is reliable is still limited to
the radius at which there is a "line of sight"
path between the transmitting and receiving
aerials; with ordinary receiving aerials at roof
heights, therefore, this range is little more than
the horizon as seen from the transmitting aerial.
Thus, both inside and outside the " normal
service area" of a television radio broadcasting
transmitter, there are to be found places where
good reception is possible only by using elaborate
aerials mounted in positions which are not likely
to be accessible to the individual user. In such
places, a wire broadcasting system can ensure a
far better television service than is available to the
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viewer with his own aerial and radio receiver,
because the receiving aerial, shared between many
viewers, can be constructed and erected with
relatively little regard to cost.

As with sound systems, the form of the Post
Office licence ensures that the conduct of television
wire broadcasting systems shall conform to the
policy applied to broadcasting generally: the
licences are issued subject to technical conditions
designed to ensure that wire broadcasting systems

shall not be dangerous or interfere with the
working of other services. Recommended stand-
ards of performance agreed with the relay industry
are associated with the licences. The standards
are framed in such a way as to foster the installa-
tion of systems which, while making the best
possible use of reception conditions current at the
start of the service, could be modified at reasonable
cost to take advantage of future improvements in
reception conditions.
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The various systems that have been proposed
or developed for television wire broadcasting
differ in many details, especially in the extent to
which the subscriber's receiver is simplified. Use
of the received radio broadcast frequency for
distribution is limited mainly to communal aerial
systems for use within single buildings; using
special cable, however, this method might be
satisfactory for ranges up to about 500 yards with-
out intermediate amplifiers. Most other systems
use carrier frequencies between 5 Me. s. and
15 Me. s. Some transmit both sidebands; others
use vestigial sideband transmission.

At the lower carrier frequencies (5 Me. s. to 10
Me. s.), cable can be used similar to that which
has become popular for sound wire broadcasting
systems—a 2-pair star-quad cable, polythene
insulated and sheathed; for television, however,
the cable must be screened to ensure stable per-
formance, reduce radiation and avoid interference
with the system.

Some systems are now taking the form of an
unscreened quad cable and a screened quad cable
run together; one pair of the screened cable carries
a television programme with its own sound on the
same pair, and an additional sound programme is
available on each of the other three pairs. Others
provide for five additional sound programmes
which are transmitted on carriers of lower
frequency than the vision carrier.

If the vision signal is distributed in the form in
which it is broadcast by the B.B.C. and merely
changed in frequency, the economy in the re-
ceiver results from the stronger signal and the
absence of interference. In some systems, how-
ever, by sending special synchronising signals or
by sending " saw-tooth " signals which produce
the " raster" (scanning pattern) on the sub-
scribers' screens, still further economies are
achieved in the synchronising and scanning parts
of the subscribers' receivers.

The arrangements for feeding the signal into the
distribution system may vary according to recep-
tion conditions at available receiving sites. If
reception is generally difficult, there might be a
remote receiver linked to the central distribution
station by cable or by a radio link. An installation
at Gloucester has its television receiving mast on a
high hill some three miles outside the town, with
the receiver housed at the foot of the mast. The
mast also carries the aerial of a transmitter, which
operates on a frequency of about 2,000 Me. s. and

TELEVISION AND SOUND BROADCASTING BY WIRE

relays the received television signal to the central
distribution station in the town. Here the signal is
again changed to the lower frequency used for
distribution to subscribers. Besides the television
sound, three other sound programmes are distribu-
ted, all sound programmes being received on the
hill and sent over Post Office lines to the central
station.

The use of a line link instead of the radio link
for the vision signals would reduce the amount of
attention required at the remote receiving station
and would bring other advantages. It has been
estimated that ordinary Post Office local telephone
cables could be used for such links up to about
eight miles and show a saving over radio links.
A simplified version of the equipment used for
similar purposes in connection with television out-
side broadcasts is being made for trial in an
experimental link. There might also be limited
economic use for links using special cable to cover
distances between about five and fifteen miles.

The future of television wire broadcasting is
closely linked with that of sound wire broadcasting,
not only because they can share the same cables
and the same subscribers' receivers, but because
the only way in which radio broadcasting can at
present be developed technically (by using v.h.f.
transmission) will lead to similar conditions of radio
reception for both sound and television services.

It would be rash to predict how far or in what
way wire broadcasting services are likely to grow,
but, as this survey of a complicated and extensive
subject has shown, there is at any rate ample scope
for technical development.

Roof aerials in large numbers are both costly and unsightly
Photo, by coitrlcsy of KcJiffiision
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The Training of War minded
T elephonists

by J. W. Tdtum, Brighton Telephone Arcd

I T ALL STARTED BACK IN 1915, WHEN THE
first blinded soldiers began to return from
the front. The late Sir Arthur Pearson, Bt.,

who himself was blind, determined to do his utmost
to enable these men to "learn to be blind". The
first four men were received in a small hostel in
Bays water Road, London, in February, 1915.
The work grew rapidly, and in March the organisa-
tion took over St. Dunstan's, a large house on the
edge of Regent's Park. To-day, there are many
"St. Dunstan's" houses and centres, and blinded
men and women are not only trained but are
helped with welfare work throughout their lives.
Since 1915, some 5,000 men and women have
come under the care of St. Dunstan's. More than
250 of them have been trained as P.B.X. operators,
several not only being blind but also having only
one hand; one man is both blind and handless.
The Post Office has been able to help considerably
with this work. The main centre for training in
telephony is at St. Dunstan's, at Ovingdean, in
Sussex, a few- miles east of Brighton.

The first task is to restore self-confidence and
develop the art of "seeing" through the senses
of touch and hearing. By skilled and patient
guidance, in some of which blind instructors are
employed!, the mental blackness of early blindness
gradually gives way to a visualised world built by
the imagination out of previous knowledge of
form and texture. The blind man learns how to
walk about alone, to shave, take care of his appear-
ance, do woodwork, play games and in general
lead a normal, active life. This restoration of
self-confidence and development of manual
dexterity and touch sensitivity takes up to twelve
months or so. During this time, the blind man
learns to touch-typewrite, read Braille and operate
a Braille typewriter. Meanwhile, the St. Dunstan's
staff study his individual ability and character
and form some idea of what occupation will suit
him best, so that he can be helped to decide a
career. There is inevitably a limited number of
occupations for which large numbers of blind

persons can be trained with a good prospect of
effective employment. Among these are physio-
therapy, capstan lathe operating, small shop
management and P.B.X. operating.

Telephone operating by blind men is limited to
P.B.X. work. The main reasons for this are that
signals that can be distinguished by touch and
sound are required in place of visual signalling;
less reference to written information is required,
and much of it can therefore be memorised, and
no ticket work is needed. The first two of these
also limit the blind operator to the single-position
P.B.X.

At Ovingdean all learners are taught to operate
"5 --- 20", "10 : 30" and "10 — 50" switch-
boards, which are of standard Post Office pattern
except for modification to the supervisory
indicators. There are also facilities for training
on cordless P.B.X.s, but this is given only if
specifically required.

The usual arrangement of practice and control
positions is followed, as in Post Office Telephonist
School training. The instructor originates calls
from her control switchboard to the learner's
practice position, and the learner, in completing
the connection, calls on the control position, the
instructor thus acting the part of both caller and

Fig. i. Practice and control positions

Fig. 2. Identifying the calling indicator by touch. (This
learner, Mr. ].Lewis, now operates a Government Laboratory
P.B.X.!—Associated Press photo.

called and the learner fulfilling the normal
operator's function. The general arrangement is
shown in Figure i, where the blind man is
operating a "10 --- 30" position and the "control"
(unstaffed) is visible beyond a sliding glass panel.
The blind pupil requires more individual attention
than a sighted one, and one instructor can handle
only one at a time.

Again, the blind person requires a longer period
of training that the sighted person. This is not
just a question of taking longer to acquire new-
skills; there is also the fact that during the initial
practice the mental concentration required of the
sightless is very considerable, and until the training
is well advanced only two periods of 40 minutes
each, with a complete relaxation from telephone
work for the rest of the day, are permissible if a
sense of strain that will defeat the purpose is to
be avoided. Even so, it is possible to turn out a
fully trained P.B.X. operator in about six months,
which, considering the inherent difficulties and
limited periods of actual training, appears a not
inconsiderable achievement.

The instructors are all Post Office telephonists
from Brighton or another nearby exchange. A
vacancy for an instructor is advertised locally and
applicants and their probable suitability for this
work are reported on by the Telephone Manager
to St. Dunstan's; but the final selection is made
by St. Dunstan's alone, as a result of interviews.
While at St. Dunstan's, instructors remain on the
Post Office pay roll, St. Dunstan's reimbursing
the Post Office.

Among the qualities desirable for this work, a
pleasant, friendly voice is especially important to

TRAINING WAR BLINDED TELEPHONISTS

persons who learn to know one largely through
the voice. To this must be added the other qualities
essential to any good instructor: patience, tact and
understanding. Occasionally a mistake is made,
and it becomes evident that a man will not qualify
as a telephonist. The sooner he is told the better—
not a very easy task when dealing with a man so
handicapped, who is trying his best. The instructor
must have the character to act firmly and yet in
such a manner as to cause least damage to the
processes of mental rehabilitation.

Until recently there were three instructors, but
now that the worst of the last war's aftermath has
been dealt with, the number has been reduced to
two. Each instructor can deal w-ith about four
learners concurrently, and can turn out about
eight a year.

Post Office standard one-position P.B.X. switch-
boards use indicators and not lamp signalling. St.
Dunstan's operators are taught to listen, with the
heightened hearing that the blind develop, for
the small sound made by the dropping of the
indicator. Reliance on any more audible alarm (for
example, a buzzer) is not permitted, so avoiding
possible complaints of disturbance to others.

When he hears an indicator drop, the operator
runs his fingers across them from left to right, as
shown in Figure 2. By using several fingers, he
can hunt over several strips of indicators simul-
taneously. In the picture it can be seen that his
middle finger has stopped on an operated extension.
Below the calling indicators are, of course, the
corresponding sets of jacks on which to call or
answer the extensions or exchange. In the picture,
the operator is taking the plug out preparatory to
running his fingers along to find the jack corres-
ponding to the calling extension.

The only feature in which the blind operator's
P.B.X. differs from the normal one is in the
adaptation of the cord supervisory signals. These,
being horizontal, are under glass to prevent the
entry of foreign matter. It is therefore not possible
for the blind operator to feel them as he can the
calling signals. The problem, therefore, was to
translate the position of the indicator into a
touch-responsive mechanism, without doing away
with the glass protection.

This is achieved by means of a small marker
closely fitted in a circular hole cut in the centre
of a transparent plate, which replaces the plate
normally protecting the supervisory signal. When
the indicator is in the operated position, it pushes
the marker up as shown in Figure 3, and the
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Fig. 3, The touch call-indicator

operator can then feel it. In the non-operated
position, the top of the marker is flush with the
glass covering. The supervisories remaining
operated, the markers are up all the time that
connection is established between caller and
called, but replacement of a receiver causes the
supervisory signal to restore to normal, the marker
drops back and gives the indication to the tele-
phonist. These markers are now a standard item
of Post Office stores. Not only are they used in
this country, but on occasions they have been
supplied to St. Dunstan's, so that a blind man
can take a stock with him to a job overseas.

It may be wondered how the blind man is to
remember messages left with the P.B.X. operator.
The sighted person can jot them down on a memo,
pad: so, in effect, can the St. Dunstaner. He is
taught a form of brief-hand by which most words
can be expressed in two or three letters. A Braille
tape typewriter is provided, illustrated in Figure
4. It will be seen that there are only seven keys: a
long one in the centre and three on each side. The
keys are arranged so that if necessary they can
be operated by one hand. Braille characters consist
of various combinations of six dots. These are
punched by the six shorter keys on to paper tape,
the centre key being a spacer. With this instrument
the operator, using the brief-hand, can quickly
record messages on the tape.

During the first few lessons, the instructor sits
with the learner on the practice position and, by
explanation and help in guiding his hands over
the switchboard, enables him to visualise it and
so to become familiar with the functions of the
different items of equipment. The pupil then learns
and memorises the details of the various extension
users and exchange lines, which are, in fact, a

replica of the live P.B.X. at St. Dunstan's,
Ovingdean. The extension users are therefore
mostly familiar to him and the task of memorising
them is relatively simple. He then starts practice
with calls coming in to the extensions. When he
has mastered these and acquired some dexterity, he
goes on to deal with calls going out to the public
exchange. In this connection, he learns how to dial
and is assisted by having notches cut in the edge
of the dial plate opposite digits 4 and 7. A dial
speed tester is fitted at the top of the control
position, and as this is wired to the practice position
dial, the instructor can check that dialling has
been performed correctly. After some four to five
months of perseverance and patience .by both
pupil and instructor, the pupil can be promoted
to live traffic by being put on to the Ovingdean
P.B.X.

At this stage it becomes necessary to look for a
job for the trained telephonist. The Telephone
Placement Officer—a former Post Office tele-
phonist, who was one of those lent to St. Dunstan's
as an instructor—gets in touch with the Telephone
Manager for the man's home area and obtains
details of suitable P.B.X.s in that locality. She
then canvasses the renters and when a likely
employer has been found a preliminary visit is
arranged for the trained man, accompanied by the
Placement Officer. If the interview is mutually
satisfactory, details are obtained of the P.B.X.
extension users and the general organisation of
the firm or department; also, particulars of the
outside numbers more frequently called. When he
gets back to Ovingdean, the trained telephonist
incorporates this information in a Braille Directory
and memorises it. After a fortnight spent on
practice traffic made to simulate the traffic of the
P.B.X., and a few days at the P.B.X. itself, the
blind telephonist starts his new job, accompanied
for the first few days by the Placement Officer.

That so much can be achieved is wonderful
enough, but I should like to describe briefly a
further development—the provision of a P.B.X. for
the blind and handless man to whom I have already
referred.

It was in 1943 tnat Sir Ian Fraser, C.B.E., M.P.,
Chairman of St. Dunstan's, sought the aid of the
Post Office in solving the apparently insoluble
problem of finding a useful occupation for a blind
and handless man. Preliminary consideration
suggested a cordless P.A.B.X., and eventually,
after some two and a half years of research and
experiment, the final product shown in Figure 5

Fig. 4. Braille tape typewriter used by the sightless P.H.X. telephonist

was evolved. This was largely the work of Mr.
J. H. Combridge, of the Post Office Engineering
Department, with devices developed by Mr. P. B.
Nye, who is in charge of St. Dunstan's Research
Department. I am indebted to Mr. Combridge
and to the editors of the Post Office Electrical
Engineers' Journal for the following details, which
are mainly abridged from a full description
published in the P.O.E.E.J. for July, 1948.

The mechanical arrangement of the keyboard is
illustrated in Figure 5. The basic idea is to use a
metal rod, attached to the operator's arm, to
operate a series of plunger keys. The rod is guided
to the keys by holes cut in the centre of guide slots.
The four rows of jacks provide the following
facilities:

Top row—Speak keys for miscellaneous
circuits.

Second row—Digit keys connected to a key
sender.

Third row—Speak keys for exchange lines.
Bottom row—Digit keys for selecting exten-

sions.
In front of and slightly below each row of jacks

is a free standing tone bar, which helps to guide
the operator's rod. Foot pedals are used to perform
various "common" functions. Following is a
simple description of the operating procedure:—

When an incoming call is received, a low-toned
buzzer sounds continuously. The operator presses
a foot pedal to silence this and, placing his rod
on the tone bar of the third row, slides it along

Fig Cordless board evolved for operation by sightless
and handless telephonists
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the bar with the end in contact with the key
plates, until he comes to one which is distinguished
by the sounding of a high-toned, interrupted
buzz. On pushing with his rod the key within the
jack in the centre of the guide channel, the
operator connects his instrument to the calling
line and, after ascertaining the extension wanted,
keys out the required two digits on the bottom
row. Supervisory conditions are provided by
tones from the key plates.

Outgoing exchange calls can normally be
dialled directly by the extension users, but if
the operator's assistance is required, dialling of
the appropriate code causes the buzzer to sound
interruptedly. In this case, the operator searches
along the top row of key plates and answers as
before. On learning that an exchange call is
required, he presses a foot pedal, which puts a
tone on the key plates of all engaged exchange
lines and thus enables him to select a free one.

When the dialling tone has been received, the
operation of another pedal connects the key
sender, so that the call may be keyed out.

A board of this type, with a capacity of five
exchange lines and 24 extensions, is in use in
one of the St. Dunstan's buildings, where it is
regularly operated by a blind, handless man. So
in some two and a half years equipment was
devised enabling a man with no sight and no
hands to operate a "5 -• 24" P.A.B.X. switch-
board. Who would have supposed a few years
ago that such an achievement was possible ?

In conclusion I should like, in addition to the
acknowledgments already made, to thank all
those, both in St. Dunstan's and the Post Office,
who have helped me in preparing this article—not
least the St. Dunstaners themselves, whom it is
not possible to visit and talk to without coming
away humbled yet exhilarated by their magnificence
of spirit.

St. Dunstan's, Ovingdean, Sussex Phoio. ['\

Relief of Overload Conditions at
a Large Manual Group

Centre Exekange
bv E. L. Perkins,

Liverpool Telephone Area

A S A RESULT OF THE WAR AND THE CONDITIONS
arising in the post-war years, which have
involved deferment of conversions to

automatic working, many of our remaining manual
exchanges are in a difficult position, and it has been
necessary to adopt all kinds of expedients at these
exchanges to cater for growing traffic, to main-
tain a reasonable standard of service and to meet
new subscribers' development. This article
describes the rather unusual methods adopted
at the Warrington manual group centre, which
may be of general interest and possibly have some
application elsewhere.

Historical Background

During the war there was great expansion of
industrial activity in the Warrington district.
The calling rate, originating and incoming,
increased by over 50 per cent, and the exchange
had to be extended to the maximum capacity of
the switchroom (42 positions) to provide for the
increased traffic (Diagram i). Although there was
a temporary decline in traffic after the war,
business and industry developed rapidly again
and 600 new lines had been added by the middle
of 1947, raising the total to 2,600 working lines.
In addition, the trunk traffic handled at the ex-
change had grown to about 1,000 calls daily and
a manual board service was provided for 7 small
automatic exchanges. The surrounding exchanges
were also developing rapidly—one of the auto-
matic exchanges was extended to the full 800
lines and will shortly be extended to 1,600 lines.
Thus, the Warrington exchange soon became
fully loaded.

Planning for the provision of a new automatic
exchange with capacity for 5,900 lines and an
auto-manual switchboard of 44 positions was in
its initial stages, but relief could not be expected

in this way for a number of years. It was there-
fore necessary to consider other possibilities.
Measures such as area correction or the transfer
of traffic from unit automatic exchanges and
dependent minor exchanges to other centres were
not practicable. It was decided, therefore, to
provide a manual relief exchange to handle
trunk calls.

First Relief Scheme
No suitable accommodation near to the present

exchange could be found for the relief switch-
board, but, fortunately, special arrangements
made during the war came to our aid, for we were
able to use, in its existing situation, a large private
branch exchange of C.B. type originally provided
for the United States Army Air Force at a station
about three miles from Warrington.

The 25-position switchboard (see Diagram 2)
had, of course, to be modified to provide for trunk
and auto-manual service, but this work was
completed far more quickly than a new exchange
could have been provided. Outgoing trunk ser-
vice only was given by the relief exchange, in-
coming trunk service remaining at the main
exchange to minimise double handling of calls.

In view of the isolated position of the relief
exchange, staffing presented several problems.
Operators had to travel daily from Warrington
and the only suitable buses left W'arrington at
8.0 a.m. with a return from the exchange at
5.10 p.m. It was necessary to make arrangements
with the bus company to ensure that the increase
in passengers at these times could be carried, and
special duties had to be arranged with allowance
for travelling.

The traffic which would have been handled by
the relief exchange at night and on Sunday was
scarcely sufficient to warrant the provision of
separate staffing at these times and, because of the
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Diagram i
Warrington C.B. Manual Exchange, 1947

longer daily tour of duty with the allowance for
travelling, it was convenient to exclude Saturdays
also. The trunk exchange was therefore staffed
from 8.30 a.m. to 4.45 p.m., Monday to Friday-
only. Switches were provided in the main trunk
circuits to Manchester, so that these circuits
could be diverted from main to relief exchange as
desired. Special operating procedure had to be
devised for this change-over, which in effect
constituted an exchange transfer twice daily.

Second Relief Scheme
The traffic continued to grow and the first

relief scheme could do no more than provide a
temporary solution. There were not sufficient
pairs in the cables between Warrington and the
relief exchange to accommodate additional trunk
circuits together with the junctions which would
have been required to enable the relief exchange
to function as the parent auto-manual switchboard
for the unit automatic exchanges dependent on

Warrington. The provision of a new cable would
have been costly and it would have had no
permanent use when Warrington was ultimately
converted to automatic working. A second relief
scheme was therefore planned.

This scheme took the form of providing a new
manual exchange of C.B. No. 10 type in the
Empire Hall Building, which is fairly near the
main exchange and which had been used for the
Telephone Manager's Section Stock Stores; the
Section Stock was transferred to a garage acquired
from the Warrington Corporation Transport
Department. Despite some delays due to shortage
of materials, the minor building alterations to
provide adequate space, lighting and welfare
facilities for the new exchange were sufficiently
advanced by October, 1950, for installation to
commence. Construction of the new exchange was
pressed forward with all possible speed and by
April, 1951, the relief trunk and auto-manual
exchange was ready for service.

Monitors Panel
Twenty-five positions were installed in the new

exchange, arranged in two suites, as shown in
Diagram 3, so that if necessary they could each be
increased in a straight line. A two-position
monitors' panel was provided for enquiries, route
and rate quoting, etc.

Three ancillary appearances of calling equip-
ments were provided and the arrangement of

Diagram 2
Warrington Trunk Relief Exchange
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Diagram 3
The Empire Hall Annexe

incoming circuits provides for one suite being
used primarily as a separate trunk suite for the
manual exchanges and the other as a joint trunk
suite for the dependent automatic exchanges.
During the less busy periods, an ancillary appear-
ance of the calling signals provides for concentra-
tion of all work on 6 positions on one suite.

Record circuits are provided from Warrington
and the large manual exchanges in the group
direct to the relief exchange and provision has
been made for trunk subscribers' lines from the
larger private branch exchanges.

Outgoing Circuits
As in the original relief scheme, the trunk

service provided from the new relief switchboard
is outgoing only. Direct junctions are being
provided from the main exchange to the dependent
automatic exchanges, to minimise double handling
of calls to these exchanges.

No switching of trunk circuits to the main
exchange at night is provided in this scheme, as
the closing down of the relief exchange would also
have necessitated switching some of the junctions
serving the dependent automatic exchanges and
involved the reservation of switchboard capacity
at the main exchange. Furthermore, the additional
traffic from the automatic exchanges now handled
by the relief exchange justifies the provision of
night and Sunday staffing.

Junction and toll circuits are provided to
Manchester and Liverpool, to make the relief
exchange as far as possible independent of the
main exchange.

Traffic from Dependent Automatic
Exchanges to Warrington Subscribers

A considerable proportion of the originating
traffic from the automatic exchanges is to Warring-
ton subscribers. Double handling of these calls
could have been avoided by providing dialling-out
to the main exchange, but when this was examined,
it was found that the position savings at the main
exchange were reduced considerably. Routing via
the 'O' level and by order-wire junctions to the
main exchange was therefore adopted.

Rearrangements at Warrington Main
Exchange

To secure the maximum benefit from the relief
to the Warrington main exchange, it was essential
that as few positions as possible should be used to
handle incoming traffic arising from the transfer
of trunk and auto-manual service to the relief
exchange. Straightforward junction working
would have been the most economical in the use

Diagram 4
Final layout of manual exchange
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of positions, but the necessary equipment could
not be obtained in time. Order-wire working was
therefore adopted. The final arrangement of
positions is shown in Diagram 4.

Opening Arrangements
The opening of the new exchange involved the

transfer of 29 outgoing trunk circuits from the
first relief exchange and 106 U.A.X. junctions from
the main exchange. To avoid interruption of
service, the 'O' level circuits from the dependent
automatic exchanges were transferred on a piece-
meal basis—a proportion of the outlets were
"busied" while the relative circuits were trans-
ferred, then service was given on the transferred
circuits while a further proportion was cut over.
Pre-transfer testing was carried out on too per cent,
of the circuits involved in the scheme, but in view
of the complexity of the automatic exchange re-
arrangements, the testing was carried out for each
exchange in turn, jointly between engineering and
traffic staff, just prior to the actual transfer.

Although it is not yet possible to make a final
assessment of the result of the relief measures, it

is clear that both the local and trunk services have
been materially improved and it is estimated that
the margins now available will permit the connec-
tion of a further 800 subscribers at Warrington,
provide for growth of trunk traffic and allow normal
development to take place at the dependent auto-
matic exchanges: by this means it is hoped to tide
over the next few years, until the new automatic
exchange can be provided at Warrington.

A descendant of Wheatstone
Following our editorial "Comment" (May-

issue) on the subject of Sir Charles Wheatstone,
we have heard from Mr. D. Dillon-Shallard, a
telephonist at Harrogate. This correspondent
points out that Sir Charles (his great-grand-
father) was also the inventor of the concertina,
of which his family still holds the original model.

Wheatstone's genius was indeed mam-sided.
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Fire Force
i 'ointnunieations

b\ E. A. Smallimod,
Inldnd Telecommunications

Department

THE INTRODUCTION OF THE NATIONAL FIRE
Service in 1941 and the centralisation of the
control of a number of brigades or stations

emphasised the importance of the part communi-
cations play in the fire service of this country: nor
was this lessened by the subsequent transfer of the
fire service to county and municipal authorities in
April, 1948. This article describes some of the
communication problems that arise in relation to
the fire services, and the measures adopted to
handle them.

Organisation of a Fire Force
Apart from the London Fire Brigade, the

organisation of the county or county-borough fire
service follows a fairly clearly defined pattern. At
the top are the Council's officers, with general
responsibility for the service, the Watch or Fire
Committee and the permanent official, the Chief
Fire Officer—in Scotland, the Firemaster—with
their staffs. Normally, the office housing the Chief
Fire Officer and his staff also houses the "Watch
Room", a vital part of the means of control by the
Chief Fire Officer over the men and equipment
under his command. To the Watch Room, which
is continuously staffed, come reports of all fires
and "incidents" within the force's area, whether
the calling out of the appropriate brigade is
performed by the Watch Room staff or by Divi-
sional Officers. From the Watch Room go the
orders to the various stations to despatch more
appliances to the scene of a fire or to move
appliances to strategic points in order to cover
part of the county divisional area which may have
been denuded. In it are the private branch
exchange, the siren controls (if any distant stations
are called out bv the Watch Room staffs), radio

!46

transmitting and receiving equipment for maintain-
ing contact with the Divisional Officers' cars, and
large-scale maps of the area controlled, on which
are plotted the positions of all appliances at any
given moment. (See Figures 2 and 4.)

Next in the chain of command comes the
Division (Figure i), under the command of a
Divisional Officer. Generally there are up to four
divisions in a county authority, each covering for
administrative purposes a definite portion of the
area and with divisional headquarters usually-
situated at the largest and most important fire
station in the area.

The last unit is the station, where the fire
appliances are housed and maintained. The
stations of the large towns and the county boroughs
will be familiar to everyone; they are normally
manned by full-time firemen, although sometimes
augmented by part-time staff. Reports of fire calls
and the orders from the headquarters Watch
Room are passed direct to the station by private
wire. Communications are therefore a simple
matter. Staffing conditions in the rural areas,
however, present problems rarely encountered in
the big towns. Clearly a small village, or even two
or three adjacent villages, cannot support a full-
time fire brigade and can rarely support a part-
time brigade in which regular scheduled atten-
dances are performed. Usually the unit consists of
part-time men following their normal occupations,

M7
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who are prepared to drop that work on hearing the
summons—a warning siren operated from the
Watch Room—report at the station to learn the
location of the fire, and remain under Brigade
orders until the incident is over.

Three Phases
This brief outline of a fire force organisation

shows that efficient communication between the
constituent parts is essential. Fire force communi-
cations may be divided into three parts or phases:
(a) the connection of the caller reporting the fire to
the point designated by the emergency authority to
receive such calls, and any necessary relaying of
the information to the headquarters Watch Room;
(b) means of enabling the report-accepting point
to summon the appropriate fire station; (c) the
provision of means whereby the officer in charge of
apparatus at the scene of the fire may speedily
summon additional equipment and men when
necessary, and whereby the headquarters Watch
Room may speedily carry out any subsequent re-
grouping of the remaining forces necessitated by

Telephone exchanges
Fire stations

DURLEY
PORCHESTER

Tel. exch. and fire stations WICKHAM
County or County Borough boundary :̂ ^*
Exchange boundary : , •

the withdrawal of appliances to combat the fire.
How are these requirements fulfilled ?

In the large towns and the county boroughs, the
problem of communications is greatly simplified by
the extensive telephone cable network available
and by the simple fire force organisation. Most of
the big towns and county boroughs are served by
automatic telephone systems, which, with their
associated auto-manual switchboards, provide the
999 emergency dialling service.* The connection
of the caller to the fire force switchroom is there-
fore speedy and simple. Even where the telephone
system is sdll manual and the 999 service is therefore
not available, connection of the caller to the Watch
Room, via the public exchange, follows the same
lines as when the 999 service is available. Usually
special circuits are provided from the public
exchange multiple direct to the Watch Room
private branch exchange; the Watch Room officer
receiving the report calls out the appropriate
station or stations over a private-wire circuit.
Simplicity and speed are therefore assured.

* b'ully deal! s^ith in an earlier Journal article in May, 1949

Iiii
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Fig. 2. A typical Watch Room (Worthing). To the right of the telephone switchboard are the control keys and supervisory
lamps of the siren remote control, each labelled with the name of the station concerned: on the left are the call bell, siren
and miscellaneous switches for the running of the station. At the right of the picture is the plotting map (By courtesy, West

Sussex Fire Brigade]

It often happens that the areas served by a
director or non-director exchange system do not
coincide with those of the county borough
authorities. Where this occurs, it will seldom be
possible for the public exchange operator receiving
the emergency call to discriminate between those
calls that should be connected to the county
borough and those that should be connected to the
county authorities. The usual practice is that all
calls from the multi-exchange system should be
connected to the county borough authority, since
they will normally deal with the vast majority of
emergency calls originating from within the
telephone system, and that those proper to the
county authority should be relayed by the borough
authority to the appropriate point by private wire
or radio link.

In the country districts, the widespread provi-
sion of the 999 service at unit automatic exchanges
serving the rural areas has solved to a large extent
the problem of speedily connecting the caller
reporting the fire to the appropriate report-
accepting point, since the public exchange
operator who answers the emergency call has
readily available information enabling her to
distinguish the fire station to which calls from that
exchange should be connected. Where the caller
reporting a fire is speaking from a telephone on a

small manual exchange, the exchange operator also
has the necessary information available; in some
manual exchanges the exchange operator accepts
the report of the fire and operates the siren. This
point is dealt with later in this article.

Phase Two
When the problem of summoning the appro-

priate fire station is considered, serious difficulties
often arise. The report-accepting point—the
county Watch Room, or the Divisional Office—
must necessarily be able to call out the firemen at
the appropriate station as speedily as possible.
Where this station is manned by "retained" fire-
men—men following their normal occupation and
attending the station only for practice drills and on
the occasion of fires—some means must be
provided to summon them with the utmost speed
and to advise them of the location of the fire.

To afford these facilities, the Post Office
Engineering Department, at the request of the
Home Office, has developed a number of ingenious
"remote control" systems, in which operation of
the appropriate key in the Watch Room or the
Divisional Office actuates a siren at the station,
thus summoning the retained men. As there are
obvious objections to the sounding of sirens at
night, call bells, operated by remote control in the
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INITIAL CALL

Where received Time received
I ime received at

Hampshire Fire Control Text of Message

Aldershot (M i l i t a r y )
Aldershot

1 9 1 5
1 9 1 7

From ex Tele : From Army Fire Serv i ce
fire at Command workshops, P.E. sent.

FIRST ATTENDANCE

Officer m charge ot
appl iance Predetermined first at tendance

P.E.

Purr

P.E.

Mili tary (W)

ip Aldershot ( W )

A ldershot (M)
* Note. P.E.

Sta t ion

1 9 1 5

1 9 1 7

1 9 1 9

Aldershot r

arr ived to fire
at fire

1 9 1 7 1

1 9 1 9 1

1924' 1
•ed i rec ted frc

5 mi les

3 mi les

L miles
im Field

Rank and
Name

Staff Serge.
Taylor

L. FM. Gib-
bons

L.FM. Rixon

par t - t ime

W.T.

W.T.

P.T.

A

( 1 )

P.E. (M i l i t a ry )

Pump Aldershot

P.E. A ldershot
,t simultaneous ca l l .

pumps
(2)

P. Farnborough
P. Farnborough
P. Farnham
P. Hartley

Wintney
P. Odiham

(The Field Stores a

i \
ding first

a t tendance)

1

WR.T. Aldershot
P.E. Farnham
P.E. Camberley
P.E. Alton

re in c lose prox imi ty

ASSISTANCE

Wnere sent
( tation or ontro )

Aldershot

Aldershot and Hamp-
shire Fire Control

A lders hot

v ge er n:

1920 By exTe le : from Hampshire Fire
Command Control
Workshops.
make pumps 3

1922 By ex Tele: f rOm
L.FM. Gibbons
at Command
Workshops,
m?ke purnps 8

Hampshire Fire
Control

1947 By ex. Te le i f rom
Com mand
Workshops.
make pumps
10

ime received ext o e _ s a g e

2030 By ex Tele : from D.C.O. Bowles. Now in
charge at Command Workshops, 3 purnps
for re lay. 3,000 ft. x 3^ in. R. L. Hose
and 10 Til ley lamps required. To report
to W. Gate, Ordnance Road, Aldershot,
contact number : Aldershot 380, ex t .
0464

2! 14 From D.C.O. Bowles ; fire surrounded,
15 je ts in use from hydrants, open water,
stat ic water and 3 purnps in relay from
Canal, second 3 pump relay being brought
into operation from Canal

REINFORCING MOVES

1 ext ot Message Where sent

From D.C.O. : stop for Command W Shops, a range of steel framed build-
ings consist ing o fcor ruga ted iron wal ls, t imber, glass and corrugated iron Hampshire Fire
roof, of five bays about 420 ft. 220 ft., 3 bays of building and contents Control
severely damaged by fire, roof of 2. bays s l ight ly damaged by fire and con-

tents by f i re and water
Appl iances ordered by Hampshire hire Control

avai lable in Hampshire at
the time of the cal l

Pumps 25
P.Es. 13
T.T.L. I
WR.Ts. 21

M. Major Pump
P.E. Pump Escape

WR.T. Water Tender

Time From where requested and type Where sent
requested

1929

1 9 3 1

1935
1937

1948

1950

2000
2034

2 1 00

(P)
(M)

(W)

M. Basingstoke
M. Alton
P.E. Alton
M. Alresford

(M)
(P)
(P )
(P)

M. Crowthorne (Berksh i re) (P)

WR.T. Farnham (Sur re
WR.T. Winchester
M. Bracknel l (Berkshir

WR.T. Winchester

Part-t ime Crew
Part-time and Whole-time
Whole-time Crew

y) (P)
(M)

e) (P)

(M )

Crew

Aldershot
Aldershot
Aldershot
Alton

Hartley
Wintney
Fire
Alton
Hartley
Wintney

Sent on to fire from Aldershot
Sent on to fire from Aldershot
Sent on to fire from Aldershot
Sent on to fire via Aldershot wi th 3j in.

hose
Sent on to fire from Hart ley Wintney

Ordered to s tand by

and moved up

Fig. 3. Extract from the record of calls and moves made in connection with a fire at Aldershot Barracks

ISO

Fig. 4. Watch Room at Winchester. From left to right: telephone switchboard; panel showing locations of fires- coloured
pegs ol various shapes, denoting particular fire-service officers and types of appliances; panel showing whereabouts of senior
officers and reserve appliances, plotting map; panel showing officers on leave,, appliances under repair, etc. < H v t.nirtt^; West

Sussex I-it-e Rri^ade

same way as the siren, are often fitted in the
retained firemen's houses; a time-switch is
included in the circuit to render the siren inopera-
tive during "silent" hours. For convenience in
dealing with remote-control systems, the report-
accepting point at which the control key is
pressed is termed the "call-out point" and the end
of the circuit at which electrical energy is applied
to the siren or call bell circuits is termed the "ring-
out point".

An arrangement known as System A is used for
the remote control of sirens, without call bells,
over a private circuit, where the radial distance
between the call-out and ring-out points is less
than one mile. Normally a 5O-cycle mains supply-
is required at the call-out point, but a battery-
operated system can be supplied where A.C.
mains are not available.

System B is used for the remote control of a call
bell system, with or without a siren, over a private
circuit, where the radial distance between the call-
out and ring-out points is less than one mile. A
5O-cyclc mains supply of either 200-250 or 100-110
volts must be available at both ring-out and call-
out points; a frequency of 100 cycles, provided by
a frequency changer at the call-out point, is used
to control the synchronous motor unit at the ring-
out point.

System C is intended for use where the distance
between the two points is more than a mile, where
a private circuit with either a siren or a call bell

system, or both, is to be used. Again, a 5o-cycle
mains supply of either 200-250 or 100-110 volts is
necessary at both points. A fault indicator is
provided to show when the private circuit is faulty
or whether the mains are disconnected at the
distant end, while an "answer back" signal shows
when the unit at the ring-out point has operated.
The private circuit can be used for speech as well
as remote control and can be connected to a tele-
phone or switchboard at cither end; signalling
must then be by generator ringing.

System D is intended for use where the call-out
and ring-out points are more than a mile apart and
where control of a siren and a call bell system by
the public telephone network is required. The
ring-out point apparatus is connected to an ex-
directory line serving the part-time station; a 50-
cycle mains supply of either 200-250 or 100-110
volts must be available at the ring-out point and a
similar supply of 200-250 volts D.C. at the call-out
point. This system is used only where the part-
time station is served by an automatic exchange.
The fire officer at the call-out point makes a call
over the public network to the ex-directory
number and is connected in the usual manner,
two cycles of ringing tone being returned when the
connection is established. With this system an
"answer back" tone is then returned by the unit
at the ring-out point to indicate to the call-out
officer that the correct number has been obtained
and a "ring back" tone indicates that current is
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going out on all the call bell loops. After the siren
or call bells have operated, the circuit is available
for speech, so that the first retained man reporting
for duty can ascertain from the call-out point the
location and extent of the fire.

In conditions similar to those in which System
D is operated, but where the part-time station is
served by a manual exchange, the system is
modified. The usual power supplies of 50-cycle,
loo-no or 200-250 volts D.C. are required. The
fire officer at the call-out point makes a call over
the public telephone network to the ex-directory
number and is connected in the usual manner; the
public exchange operators will meantime receive
normal supervisory signals. While the siren or call
bells are sounding, an interrupted low-pitched
tone is received; absence of this tone indicates a
fault on the line or apparatus. Again, the circuit is
available for speech immediately the siren or call
bells have finished sounding.

Certain other systems, some extremely
ingenious, have been developed by both Post
Office and Fire Service staffs, but attention is at
the moment concentrated on systems A, B, C, D
and the modified D system.

Phase Three
The third and final phase is that in which the

Watch Room controls the fire-fighting appliances
at the scene of the incident, brings up reinforce-
ments and regroups its remaining forces to cover
areas left unguarded; this phase includes provision
for any urgent messages which the officer-in-
charge at the scene of the fire may wish to pass
back to his Watch Room. For this phase, the
public telephone network is used, supplemented
where necessary by radio links between the Watch
Room and Divisional Officers' staff cars.

In order that these vital fire telephone calls
shall not suffer any delay in connection—when,
for example, the public network is congested—
fire officers use the "Urgent Fire Call" facility, a
form of emergency call restricted to Fife Service
officials. On receiving a call backed with the code
words "Urgent Fire Call", the public telephone
operator must ensure that the call is completed
with the utmost despatch, an existing non-
emergency connection being broken dow-n if
necessary to allow the emergency call to be set up.

Within the fire authority's boundaries, each
establishment, factory, installation or location
with an appreciable fire risk has been surveyed,
and a set scale of equipment, appliances etc. has

been scheduled for turning out on receipt of a fire
report; this is known as the "first attendance".
On arriving at the incident, the officer-in-charge of
the first attendance assesses the fire and the ability
of the force and equipment under his immediate
control to deal with it. If, in his judgment, more
appliances are needed, or if at a later stage he finds
that the fire is gaining, he requests assistance from
the Watch Room. He may ask for any of the varied
and specialised equipment—foam equipment,
pump-escape, major pump, water tenders, turn-
table ladders, emergency tenders, salvage tenders,
pump salvage tenders, fireboats, hose-laying
tenders etc.—to meet the particular conditions.

During a recent oil fire at the Avonmouth
docks, supplies of foam for fire fighting were
urgently ordered from places as far away as
London. Should a fire alarm occur at the Fawley
(Hants) oil refinery, standing orders envisage a
''first attendance" of no fewer than 50 appliances of
various types. These two facts alone may help to
give some idea of the volume and urgency of the
traffic that arises after the initial report of the fire
has been received. Figure 3 gives an extract from
the record of the calls and moves made in connec-
tion with a fire that occurred at an Aldershot
military establishment in November, 1950.

This brief account will show, I hope, that the
Fire Service, in common with the other emergency
services, relies considerably on the Post Office and
the public telephone network for its emergency
communications. It may well be that in the future
the manpower shortage will cause more fire
stations to be operated on a part-time or retained
basis; if this is so, it seems likely that control will
become more centralised on the County Fire
Service administrative headquarters, with a con-
sequent increase in the dependence of the Fire
Service upon the Post Office. Telephone super-
visors and operators will readily recognise the
supremely important part they have to play in
handling emergency communications, the import-
ance of which will steadily increase if the further
centralisation foreshadowed occurs.

I should like to express my thanks to Mr. F. V.
Florance, of the Telephone Manager's Office,
Southampton, for his willing assistance in obtain-
ing information for the preparation of this article,
to Mr. Paramor, of the Hampshire Fire Authority,
and Mr. Barber, of the Home Office, for their
courtesy and helpfulness and for their permission
to take the photographs reproduced in this
article.

The Commonwealth
Telecommunications Board

b\ Colonel II . \\ . Shau--Zcimbra, C.B.K.. T.D..
Secretary-general

N OT LONG AGO, MR. L. s. AMERY, ONE-
time Secretary of State for Dominion
Affairs, in advocating closer Common-

wealth consultation and co-ordination in respect
of the current problem of sterling, said :—

"A somewhat similar problem has been successfully
dealt with in the hardly less important field of cable
and wireless communications, where the executive
independence of the various Governments of the
Commonwealth remains unimpaired, but where
policy in its broader outline is co-ordinated by a body
on which the views of all the Governments are
represented".

He was referring to the Commonwealth Tele-
communications Board, whose first General Re-
port has recently been issued. As the Report
contains a fairly full account of the Board's activi-
ties, this article will be more concerned with
underlying principles, the raison d'etre of the
Board, its main functions and place in the general
scheme of things, than with details of its work.

Although it was not until 1947 that the "Domin-
ions Office" became the "Commonwealth Relations
Office", the official use of "Commonwealth" in
telecommunications began in 1942 with the
"Commonwealth Telegraphs Conference" in
Australia that year; and it was on a proposal made
to that conference by Sir Campbell Stuart, then
Chairman of the Imperial Communications Ad-
visory Committee, that that Committee became,
in 1944, the "Commonwealth Communications
Council". Then, in 1945, there was the "Common-
wealth Telecommunications Conference". Now
the word is common form for conferences of all
descriptions, and most committees and other
bodies which used to be "Imperial" have become
''Commonwealth".

This point has been dwelt on because it was the
comparatively early appreciation, by those res-
ponsible for framing policy, of the importance of
applying the new concept to problems (which had
become acute) of the control of telecommunications
as between the United Kingdom and the Domin-
ions that has enabled the Dominions to achieve

independent executive control with much closer
association on policy matters than formerly.
"Dominion" too is now almost outmoded, but it
is used here for convenience, as no more appro-
priate single word has yet been found to take its
place.

"For the purposes of promoting the efficiency
and development of the external telecommunica-
tions service of the British Commonwealth and
Empire", states the Commonwealth Telegraphs
Agreement of 1948, "the Partner Governments
agree to the establishment of a body which shall
be known as the Commonwealth Telecommunica-
tions Board". The "Partner Governments" are
those of the United Kingdom (which includes the
Colonies), Canada, Australia, New Zealand,

The Grant of Arms to the Board
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South Africa, India and Southern Rhodesia.
Pakistan and Ceylon were not in the Agreement;
India had not then been partitioned and Ceylon
had not attained Dominion status. Southern
Rhodesia, though at a political stage between self-
governing Colony and full Dominion (as she still
is), was treated as if she had Dominion status. The
Agreement provides for the admission of new
members. Ceylon was admitted on i June, 1951.
The door stands open for Pakistan.

The Board was incorporated by an Act of the
United Kingdom Parliament in 1949. "The
Commonwealth Telecommunications Board shall
be a body corporate by that name, with per-
petual succession and a common seal, and with
power to purchase, take hold and dispose of lands
and other property". A familiar enough formula
this, but rare certainly, unique perhaps, in its
application to an instrument of Commonwealth
government. True, there had been the Pacific
Cable Board, constituted by Imperial Act of
Parliament in 1901; but its sphere was limited
(though later it acquired some cables and a wire-
less system in the West Indies) and its member
Governments were four only, the United Kingdom,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand. It was not
until 1929 that a first general step towards co-
ordination of policy in telecommunications was
taken with the establishment of the Imperial
Communications Advisory Committee, con-
currently with the merger of cable interests with
competing wireless interests in the company
which became Cable and Wireless, Ltd. That
committee, however, derived its powers, which
were limited to certain concerns of Cable and
Wireless, Ltd., from clauses in a very different
kind of document, an agreement between the
Company and the United Kingdom Treasury,
the Treasury acting on behalf of the United
Kingdom Government with the concurrence of the
governments of Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
South Africa, the Irish Free State and India; and
the Agreement itself was operative only for so long
as any licence or authority granted by the United
Kingdom to the Company for the maintenance
of cables and the maintenance and working of
wireless telegraph stations should be in force.
From 1944 to 1946, the Commonwealth Com-
munications Council was virtually in the same
position, but in 1947, by agreement between the
Governments, it was empowered to assume as
many as possible of the functions assigned to the
Board, pending the latter's incorporation.

What, then, does this new departure imply ?
A committee is gathered together as occasion
demands and, except when actually meeting, its
members normally have little cohesion. A body
corporate, however, is essentially something with
a life of its own, is expected to develop a corporate
sense and is, in fact, intended to be of greater
significance than the mere sum of its parts.

What led the Governments to make this move ?
After all, Commonwealth consultation is continu-
ous: it goes on day by day through the High
Commissioners in all the Commonwealth capitals.
The reason, apparent to the Governments, was
that their individual requirements necessitated not
merely bi-lateral functional association and co-
operation between their respective telegraph and
telephone administrations—which, perforce, is
normal up to a point, in all international tele-
communications—but in addition such a con-
siderable degree of functional co-ordination that a
central co-ordinating body of a more permanent,
authoritative and independent-minded nature than
a committee was essential. This was the more so
because, with the acquisition by the Governments
of the local assets of Cable and Wireless, Ltd.,
and other companies operating external telecom-
munications on their territories, there disappeared
the considerable measure of co-ordination per-
formed by the Company at certain levels in the
normal course of its relations with the associated
companies ; for, as has already been mentioned,
the Advisory Committee had only limited functions
as regards Cable and Wireless, Ltd., and none at
all directly as regards the other local companies.

The historical background to the Common-
wealth Telegraphs Act was given in some detail
in the August, 1949, Post Office Telecommunications
Journal; it is necessary here to recall only the salient
facts, to help towards understanding why certain
of the Board's functions have been given to it.

Beam wireless telegraph services had been
opened by the United Kingdom, through the Post
Office, with Canada in 1926, and with Australia,
South Africa and India in 1927, the conduct of
these services in the Dominion countries being in
the hands of private wireless companies licensed
by their respective governments. By 1928, the
success of these services was not only rapidly
producing a critical state in the affairs of the
privately-owned, almost world-wide, cable system
of the Eastern and Associated Telegraph Com-
panies, but was also very severely affecting the
revenues of the joint Government-owned cables

I.eft ro ri','ht : C. F. Brimblecombe, S. Rhodesia P.O. ; E. Bridgnell, M.B.E., Observer U'aHstjir. ; Lt.-Col. H. Myers, O.B.E
Div. Controller, S. African P.O. I S . Africa: ; R. V. McKay, Asst. D.G. (E-in-C.), Australian P.O. '.Australia' ; Col" A. H. Read,
C.B., O.B.E., T.D., Dir. Overseas Telecommunications, P.O. London •' I '.K.' ; Col. W. W. Shaw-Zambra, C.B.E.. T.D. Secretary-
General ; A. F. E. Evans, O.B.E., Engineer Officer ; Col. Sir Stanley Angw!n, K.B.E., D.S.O., M.C., T.D., former F.-in-C.,
G.P.O., London, and Chairman, Cable and Wireless Ltd. fChairrrmn; ; W. W. Dimon, Finance Officer ; H. Everett, Asst. Secre-
tary ; (. H. Tudhope, M.C., Telecommunications Attache, Canadian High Commissioner's Office (Caiuidti ; J. G. Young,
C.B.E., former D.G., New Zealand P.O. (\V • '/.cahmd ; M. A. !. Vasnaik, former P.M.G., Madras • / / ; . / ; , • ; A. I. Perera, C.B.E.,
former P.M.G. and Ilir. TeJecomm>jn:cations, Ceylon ( Y v A > . ' . ' ; G. H. Webster, C.M.G.. O.B.E.. former P.M.G., Palestine
vice-Chairman i y < ; i - s 2 .

of the Pacific Cable Board and those of the Imperial
cables across the Atlantic owned by the United
Kingdom Government.

For economic and strategic reasons—the latter
a lesson of the 1914-18 War—the Governments
decided that the cables must not be driven out of
existence by wireless competition. The 1929
arrangements were an attempt to solve the problem
on semi-public-utility lines. They consolidated the
position in the United Kingdom to a large extent,
at all events on the telegraph side, but although
efforts were made to achieve the same solution in
the Dominions, they were not wholly successful.
Nevertheless, the United Kingdom Company, for
its part, was able to pursue with some success a
policy of integrating its wireless services with its
cable services. The War of 1939-45 brought new-
problems. Among them was the opening of direct
wireless circuits between some of the Dominions
and the U.S.A., thus diverting traffic from passing
through the United Kingdom and causing loss of
revenue to the United Kingdom Company.

So, in 1945 as in 1928, the economics of cable

services in the face of competing wireless services
had again become a problem, though this time in
a different form. By this time, too, most of the
Dominions had become dissatisfied with the 1929
arrangements, which had in fact, if not in expecta-
tion, resulted in rather more dependence on the
United Kingdom Company than some of the
Dominions were any longer prepared to accept.
The result this time has been full public owner-
ship and operation. All the Partner Governments
signatory to the Commonwealth Telegraphs
Agreement, 1948, have acquired the assets of
Cable and Wireless, Ltd., and its associated
companies in their respective territories. The
operation of the services is now entirely in the
hands of the Governments. In consequence, there
has now been local consolidation everywhere
(except Pakistan) on both the telegraph and tele-
phone sides. With two exceptions, the operating
bodies are government departments. Whatever
their form, they are known as the "National
Bodies". The Partner Governments have full
sovereignty over their respective National Bodies
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and the latter have sole executive responsibility for
operating the overseas telecommunications systems
in their own territories. In the United Kingdom,
the Post Office is the National Body, since it now
operates the services in the United Kingdom
formerly operated by Cable and Wireless, Ltd.,
but the long-standing arrangement under which
four foreign companies operate overseas telegraph
services in the United Kingdom, under licence
from the Postmaster General, has not been dis-
turbed. Cable and Wireless, Ltd., retains its
identity as a limited liability company, operating
its cable station in the United Kingdom and its
wireless and cable stations in the United Kingdom
colonies and certain foreign countries.

The Board's principal functions, as 'aid down
in its constitution, are :—

"To make recommendations to the Partner Govern-
ments and to National Bodies on the following matters
relating to their external telecommunication systems:—

The formulation and execution of the joint telecom-
munication policy of the Partner Governments,
including the fixing of rates;
Co-ordination of the development of the cable and
wireless systems of the British Commonwealth and
Empire;
Extensions to and alterations of the telecommunication
systems of the British Commonwealth and Empire;
The provision and, where appropriate, the apportion-
ment among National Bodies, of capital expenditure
on projects;
Co-ordination with the appropriate authorities on
telecommunication matters affecting the defence of
the British Commonwealth and Empire or any part
thereof;
Co-ordination of research in telecommunication
matters conducted by National Bodies;
Any other telecommunication matter which may be
referred to the Board by any of the Partner Govern-
ments or by any National Body;"
"At the request of the Partner Governments or

National Bodies to conduct negotiations with foreign
telecommunication interests on their behalf;

"To promote and conduct research in telecommunica-
tion matters".

Three important points are at once apparent.
One, the Board is mainly advisory, not executive:
two, though mainly advisory, its functions are
very wide: three, it has statutory relations with
both Partner Governments and National Bodies.
These relations will be explicitly defined in separate
tripartite (or bipartite) agreements between Partner
Governments, Board and National Bodies. The
agreements will, moreover, determine the financial
arrangements between National Bodies, in respect
of which the Board has an important supervisory
function.

The current financial arrangements, which came

into effect on April i, 1950, subject to a review at
the end of the first year's working, were in fact
adopted by the Partner Governments on recom-
mendations made by the Board in February, 1950
The basic concept is that the respective National
Bodies are "common users" of the Commonwealth
and Empire cable and wireless systems. Instead of
National Bodies making the payments that would
normally be due on balance as between one
operating body and another for transmitting each
other's traffic, the expenses incurred by each
National Body in operating and maintaining its
part of the common-user system and the net
revenue derived by each National Body from its
own public and from foreign sources are calculated
in an agreed manner. The total expenses are then
allocated among National Bodies in the proportions
which the net revenue of each bears to the total
net revenue of all; and this constitutes the settle-
ment of their indebtedness one to another for use of
the common-user system.

The Board w-ill be responsible for prescribing
from time to time, with the concurrence of the
Partner Governments:—

, i ; what constitutes the Commonwealth common-
user system;

i'2 the expenses which are to be accepted as expenses
of this common-user system, and the manner in
which they are to be computed;

;'3 the manner in which the net revenue of each
National Body is to be computed;

4 what settlement shall be made between the
National Bodies in respect of unbalance of traffic;

'5.' the manner in which sums payable in settlement
of unbalance of traffic shall be calculated;

,6; the necessary accounting arrangements;
;,7' times and manner in which sums due from the

National Body to the Board or to another National
Body, or from the Board cr another National Body
to the National Body, shall be paid; and

(8) the currencies in which accounts are to be pre-
pared.

The table on page 157 shows how this "common-
user" system, for which the Board is the central
co-ordinating authority, is distributed among the
National Bodies.

It will be seen that the transfer from private to
public control throughout the Commonwealth has
left the United Kingdom—through either the
Post Office or Cable and Wireless, Ltd.—with the
ownership of, and responsibility for the mainten-
ance of, practically the entire cable network. A
few local cables only are owned by other National
Bodies and these do not form part of the common-
user system. Complementary to the cable network,
and in large part closely integrated with it, the

United Kingdom National Body owns an extensive
radio network, operated in conjunction with the
Commonwealth stations owned by other Partner
Governments, or with overseas stations controlled
by Cable and Wireless, Ltd.

Through its combined cable and radio network,

COMMONWEALTH TELECOMMUNICATIONS BOARD

over from Cable and Wireless, Ltd., or via their
respective circuits with United Kingdom radio
stations. Where circumstances have required and
satisfactory radio propagation conditions exist,
direct radio circuits have been set up between
some of the other Commonwealth countries, thus

National
Body Cable Stations Radio Stations

I Office United Kingdom
Post Office — Cables under English Channel and North Sea with Continental countries. Cable-laying ship
H.M.T.S. " Monarch." Three repair and maintenance ships.

Thirteen stations along south and east coasts of England for the In the United Kingdom, at
Anglo-Continental services. Criggion, Cupar, Rugby,

Snitterfield, Leafield, Bal-
dock, Ongar, Brentwood,
St. Albans, Cooling,
Somerton, Dorchester and
Bodmin.

Mediterranean and Red Sea,Cob/e and
155,000 na

Wireless, Ltd.—Cables in N. and S. Atlantic, Pacific, Indian Ocean,
utical miles in all. Eight repair and maintenance ships.

Porthcurno, in Cornwall, and some 70 overseas, not operated by
national bodies.

Canada
..inadian Overseas Harbour Grace, Halifax and Bamfield, with inter-connecting land-
T e l e c o m mun i c a- lines between these stations and Montreal, linking North Atlantic
.ons Corporation, and Pacific cables.

Australia
Overseas Telecom- Perth, Sydney and Southport, with inter-connecting landlines,
nunications Com- linking Pacific and Indian Ocean cables.
• ission (Australia).

New Zealand
ost and Telegraph Auckland and Muriwai, with inter-connecting landlines. The
)epartment. cable between Sydney, Australia, and New Zealand terminates at i

Muriwai ; the Norfolk Is. and Suva cables to New Zealand
terminate at Auckland. This network provides alternative '
routing between Australia, New Zealand, Fiji and the Pacific
cables.

South Africa
Capetown and Durban, with inter-connecting landlines, linking
S. Atlantic and Indian Ocean cables.

India
Bombay and Madras, with inter-connecting landlines, providing
alternative routing from Red Sea cables to the Far East.

D e p a r t m e n t of
-'osts and Tele-
.yaphs.

Ministry of Com-
munications (Over-
seas Communica-
i ;ons Services).

post and Tele-
o m m u n i c a t i o n s
department.

'-'osts and Tele-
rap h s Depar t -

Ceylon
Colombo, with facilit ies for relaying traffic to the Far East.

Southern Rhodesia

Distribution under the "common-user" system

Twenty-six overseas, not
operated by national bodies.

Yamachicheand Drummond-

Pennant Hills, La Perouse,
Fiskville, Rockbank and
Bray brook.

Wellington, Makara and
Musick.

De rdepoo r t , R o b e r t ' s
Heights, Klipheuwal and
Milnerton.

Delhi, Kirkee and Dhond.

Colombo.

Hillside and Hatcliffe.
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, he United Kingdom provides the other Common-
vealth countries with routes to all parts of the
vorld. The other countries can trunk-in to the

•ictwork; either directly into the cables at the cable
lations in their own territories which thev took

relieving the London Central Telegraph station
of some of the intra-Commonwealth traffic. The
radio circuits maintained by the other Common-
wealth countries with foreign countries have been
established, from time to time, for some specific
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The vice-Chairman, 1951-52 iG. H. G. Webster, Colonies
Member . Each member's office at 28, Pall Mall, has the

coat of arms of his country on the door

reason that has made direct communication
necessary. These circuits are limited to traffic
terminating in the two countries concerned.

The Chairman of the Board is independent,
appointed jointly by the Partner Governments.
The first Chairman was Lord Reith, who at the
request of the United Kingdom Government had
visited all the countries of the Partner Governments
in 1945, had been Chairman of the Commonwealth
Telecommunications Conference later that year
and had become Chairman of the Commonwealth
Communications Council in 1946. In 1951, Lord
Reith was succeeded by Sir Stanley Angwin, who
had just relinquished the chairmanship of Cable
and Wireless, Ltd., to which he had been appointed
on his retirement as Engincer-in-Chief of the Post
Office.

The Board is composed of a group of men all
with wide and varied experience in telecommunica-
tions, some having held the highest executive posts
in their home administrations. Between them they
pool a fund of extensive knowledge on nearly every
aspect of the subject. This enables the Board itself
normally to conduct the detailed examination of
matters referred to it by Partner Governments.
All communications from the Board to Partner
Governments or National Bodies pass through the
members.

Apart, however, from current matters referred
by Partner Governments, the Board has itself
initiated studies on certain other matters and is
progressively extending these, in order, as far as
possible, to anticipate problems, particularly those
of technics and traffic, which are likely to confront
the operating National Bodies in both the near and
distant future. For these purposes it works mainly
through study groups. These groups do not always
consist solely of members of the Board, who are
all, however, entitled to attend any group. Formal
committees are set up, of course, when circum-
stances require. Despite the wide scope of the
Board's functions, it is not intended to build up a
big organisation.

As the main purpose is advisory and co-ordin-
ating, the Board believe that they can do this best
by calling mainly on the experts of the Partner
Governments and National Bodies, rather than by
appointing many experts to their Secretariat.
The staff number some thirty. The Assistant
Secretary, Mr. H. Everett, was Secretary of the
United Kingdom Radio Board and a joint Secretary
of the Imperial Communications Committee of
the War Cabinet. The Engineer Officer, Mr.
A. F. E. Evans, was at one time in the United
Kingdom Post Office Engineering Department
and more recently was Regional Director in the
Egyptian Administration and a Divisional Engineer
in the Colonial Service.

The members all live in London and each is
provided with his own office at the Board's head-
quarters at 28, Pall Mall, within easy access of most
of the High Commissioners' Offices. The Board's
work has so far required on the average at least
one meeting a week, often two—either full Board,
committee or study group. The work of members
and secretariat between meetings is continuous. It
is this continuity, the members all being in one
building, and in almost daily touch with the
Chairman and secretariat, that does much to
foster the corporate sense. The Board's approach
to problems has been objective and empirical; the
legalistic approach, that pitfall of a written
constitution, has been avoided. What counts is
the recognition by the members that the points on
which all can agree arc more important than those
on which they differ.

Here is just one example of how the Board plays
its part. The bad radio propagation conditions
experienced during the winter of 1950-51 necess-
itated, at times, the transfer of large blocks of radio
traffic to the cable system. This gave rise to

is8

complaints about delays, particularly by the
Australian Press. In January, 1951, the Australian
(rovernment referred the matter to the Board, re-
.mesting that the position be examined to ascertain
icfinitely whether the existing services between the

.' "nited Kingdom and Australia were adequate and
% hether provision was being made for developing
jtisfactory services to meet further requirements.

i he Board at once invited the United Kingdom
i prepare a complete statement of the position,
nd, as this was a formal matter raised by a Partner
rovernment, appointed a committee composed of
lie South African Member (Chairman), the
\ustralian Member and the Colonies Member,
\ ith a representative of the United Kingdom
N'ational Body, to investigate and report. The
;ommittee went exhaustively into the causes of
he delays and their extent; it examined all the
Alternat ive routes available between the United
ivingdom and Australia and New Zealand, their
srcuit capacity and technical characteristics; and

• considered the use made of them by the National
'odies in disposing of the traffic.

In April, 1951, the Board was able to report to
iie Governments on the steps thought necessary to
v taken by National Bodies to prevent a repetition
f the trouble, or at any rate to mitigate its effects
^ far as possible. The Board's findings are given
:i the General Report and need not be repeated
rere. What is important is the result. Some im-
iiediate steps have been taken by the United King-
iom National Body in co-operation with other
National Bodies to strengthen the position on both
lie cable and the radio side. Others are under
liscussion between the National Bodies. The
fioard itself is undertaking a comprehensive study

i >f the entire Commonw-ealth cable network, with
. ; view to preparing a long-term programme for
she progressive improvement of the network, in the
tight of the latest results of scientific research in
able manufacture and the technique of cable
operation, and with particular attention to the
utegration of cable circuits with radio circuits.
1 'he Board paid special tribute to the co-operation

* all the United Kingdom authorities concerned
•i this enquiry, which, as the Report says, was
ndertaken in the spirit of close collaboration
ictween Board and National Bodies that the
'•card's constitution implies.

We all realise to-day that the Commonwealth is
icing a world situation in which it will be fatal
o have illusions. If the almost unlimited potentia-
ties of the Commonwealth are to be fully
eveloped, an efficient and up-to-date tclecom-
nunications system is a sine qua non. The United

In the Board Room, each member has a chair with his
country's name on it above the Board's coat of arms

Kingdom is still the banking and trading centre
for nearly one fourth of the peoples of the earth, and
it has been shown above that in the Commonwealth
telecommunications system she is still the major
partner. She earns the biggest revenues, but she
also bears the heaviest risks. The Board's respon-
sibility is to see that the Commonwealth is
provided with a fast and dependable overseas
telegraph and telephone service, adequate for all
normal civil needs and competent to meet emer-
gency and defence demands. The methods by
which the National Bodies will contribute to the
ends in view are within their own discretion and
will vary according to their individual circum-
stances. The Board fully realises that there is
much work still to be done before these objectives
can be completely attained and that it will demand
clear sighted thinking—not only by the United
Kingdom, on whom rests the greater share of the
burden, but no less by the other Commonwealth
countries in the partnership, who now have
their full share in formulating policy.
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Micro-waves in
Telecommunications

by W. J. Brar, M. Sc. (Eng.) A. M. i. E. E..

En gin eer- in - Chief's Office

M ICRO-WAVES ARE WIRELESS WAVES OF
the same general nature as those used in
broadcasting, but they are of much higher

frequency and are therefore of much shorter
wavelength. The waves used for medium-wave
broadcasting are generated at frequencies of -',
to li million cycles per second and their wave-
lengths are between 600 and 200 metres; micro-
waves used for point-to-point radio relaying
are generated at frequencies from 1,000 million
to 10,000 million per second and the wavelengths
are between 30 and 3 centimetres.

It seems probable that, because they can be
directed along narrow beams and can carry
television programmes or a large number of
telephone and telegraph channels, micro-waves
will be used to an increasing extent in the tele-
communications network of the future, not only
in Great Britain but also in many overseas
countries; it may therefore be of interest to review-
briefly the history and characteristics of micro-
waves and their application to telecommunications.

Early History of Micro-waves
Micro-waves are as old as radio itself; indeed,

the first demonstrations of the wave nature of
electromagnetic radiation were carried out by
Heinrich Rudolf Hertz in the period 1886-9,
using wavelengths in the range 30 to 100
centimetres.1* Hertz even employed parabolic
mirrors to concentrate the waves into sharp
beams (Fig. i), much as in a modern radio
relay system. In this early micro-wave link, the
transmitter consisted of a spark coil energising
a resonator placed at the focus of a parabolic
mirror; the receiver comprised a resonator
and mirror similar to that used at the transmitter,
the received signals being detected by the weak
sparks that appeared across the gap of the
receiving resonator. However, Hertz did not

apparently appreciate the possibility of com-
municating over large distances by micro-waves
since he is reported to have said that it "would
need a mirror as large as a continent "!

The first theoretical analyses of the propaga-
tion of micro-waves in metallic pipes were made
in Great Britain by J. J. Thomson in 18932
and Lord Rayleigh in i897.:( It says much for the
insight of these pioneers that they were able
to predict the possibility of guided waves long
before this was demonstrated experimentally.
In fact, the experimental investigation of micro-
waves was largely at a standstill until about
1933, when Dr. G. C. Southworth, of the Bell
Telephone Laboratories in the U.S.A., began a
series of investigations that were ultimately to
have far-reaching effects on the development of
radar, as well as on the use of micro-waves for
telecommunications.

By 1939, many workers in various countries
had entered the micro-wave field and by that time
the main characteristics of these waves had been
established and a foundation laid for the new
science of radar. The contributions made by
British scientists such as Sir Edward Appleton
and Sir Robert Watson-Watt are too well known
to need comment here. The war gave a considerable
impetus to the development of micro-waves
for radar, in which this country was in advance
of all others, but most of the applications of
micro-waves to telecommunications had to wait
until after the war.

Generation, Amplification and Detection
of Micro-waves

Before micro-waves can be used, satisfactory
means must be available for their generation,
amplification and detection.

A commonly used generator of micro-waves
for communications purposes is the reflex klystron
oscillator,4 a typical valve being shown in Fig. 2.
This valve employs a hollow, ring-shaped, resonant
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Micro-wave transmitter and receiver used by Hertz, 1886-1889
4,000 Me. s. reflex klystron oscillator valve
4,000 Me. s. travelling-wave amplifier valve
Silicon crystal detector

Parabolic-reflector micro-wave aerial
Wave guide feeder, corner and flexible connector
Post-type waveguide filter
Micro-wave links in Great Britain '1951 in use or under construction—
A: London—Birmingham '900 Me. s.;; B: Manchester—Edinburgh 4,000
Me. s.); C: London—Castleton, experimental '200 Me. s. and 4,000 Me. s. ;
D: Belfast—Stranraer, for propagation tests : 4,000 Me. s.
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cavity, the cavity being maintained in oscillation
by a beam of electrons passed through two axial
holes in the top and bottom surfaces of the
cavity. The wavelength of the oscillations thus
generated is approximately proportional to the
dimensions of the resonant cavity; the wavelength
can be varied over a small range by adjusting the
tuning screws, which in effect slightly change the
dimensions of the cavity. The valve shown in
Fig. 2 can be tuned over a range of about 500
Me. s. centred on 4,000 Me. s. The power
output is about o.i watt. The reflex klystron
oscillator is particularly suitable for use as a
frequency-modulated source, that is a source the
frequency of which is varied by the signal it is
desired to transmit, since the frequency can be
varied over a range of some 10 Me. s. by varying
the potential of one of the electrodes.

Travelling-wave Valve
The most effective amplifier for micro-waves

that has been devised up to the present time is
undoubtedly the travelling-wave valve;1' this
valve was invented by R. Kompfner working at
the Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford, and at
Birmingham University during the period 1942-4.
A typical 4,000 Me. s. travelling-wave valve
having a power amplification of about 100 times
(20 db.) and a maximum power output of 2 watts,
is shown in Fig. 3. The valve contains a closely
wound wire helix, along which the wave to be
amplified is propagated. A narrow beam of
electrons is passed down the centre of the helix
and amplification occurs as a result of interaction
between the wave on the helix and the electron
beam. A valuable feature of the travelling-wave
valve is the remarkably wide band width over
which amplification is obtained. The valve shown
in Fig. 3 is an effective amplifier over a band of at
least 500 Me. s. By way of comparison, it may
be noted that the whole of the medium-wave
broadcast band is only i Me. s. wide.

Micro-waves can be detected—that is
rectified—by silicon crystals6 that are similar
in principle to the cat-whisker crystal detectors
used in the very early days of broadcasting;
the modern silicon crystal detectors are, however,
prc-set and arc much more robust than their
predecessors. A typical modern silicon crystal-
valve is shown in Fig. 4. These crystal-valves arc
also used as highly efficient frequency-changers—
for example, for converting an incoming signal
at 4,000 Me. s. to an intermediate frequency of

60 Me. s. for subsequent amplification; for this
purpose, the silicon crystal-valve is supplied
with a carrier at 3,940 Me. s. from a reflex
klystron oscillator.

Because of the very short wavelengths employed
it is possible to concentrate the radiation from a
micro-wave transmitting aerial into a narrow
beam; this is a considerable advantage for point-
to-point relaying, since very little energy is wasted
by being radiated away from the distant receiver
Similarly, the receiving aerial can be designed to
respond only to signals incoming within a narrow
range of angles and to reject other signals or
interference arriving from other directions.

A typical micro-wave aerial for use at 4,000
Me. s. is shown in Fig. 5; it consists of a parabolic
mirror 7 feet in diameter, with the open end of a
waveguide feeder at the focus. This aerial has a
beam width of about 2.5 , the power gain relative
to a non-directional aerial being about 4,000
times (36 db.)

The losses in coaxial feeders are generally
too large for use with micro-waves, waveguide
feeders being generally employed, for example, to
connect an aerial at the top of a tower to a micro-
wave transmitter or receiver at ground level.
Feeders for use at 4,000 Me. s. usually consist
of rectangular-section copper tubes, outside
dimensions 2\ by I \ inches, in lengths of up to
10 feet, bolted together by suitable flanged
connectors; the losses are about 1.5 db. per 100
feet. A typical waveguide feeder, a waveguide
corner and a flexible section are shown in Fig. 6.

Filters may be required in micro-wave systems
to separate the wanted signals from others in the
adjacent frequency bands. Simple, robust filters
can be made in waveguide form for this purpose;
one form, shown in Fig 7, comprises a series of
vertical metal posts arranged in pairs along the
centre of the waveguide, each pair constituting a
resonant circuit tuned over a limited range of
frequency by a screw between the posts. Such a
filter can have a pass-band 20 Me. s. wide and
attenuate the power of signals more than 40
Me. s. from the centre of the pass-band at least
10,000 times (40 db.)

Propagation of Micro-waves
Micro-waves must have a substantially un-

obstructed path between the transmitting and
receiving aerials at opposite ends of a link; if
the path is obstructed by hills or trees, for example,
the received signal level falls to a low value. Because

of the very short wavelength used, the obstruction
produces a radio "shadow", much as an opaque
object produces a shadow when a beam of light
tails on it. In general, the direct ray path between
the transmitting and receiving aerials should
clear the intervening terrain by at least 100 feet,
nd it is thus often necessary to site micro-wave

• jpeater stations on hill tops and, in some cases,
M use towers to support the aerials.

Micro-waves are subject to fading at times,
'ue to variations in the refractive index of the
unosphere. Changes in the rate at which the
. mperature of the atmosphere decreases with
icight, or variations in the distribution of the

moisture content, may modify the normal decrease
• , > f refractive index with height and cause the ray
paths to bend downward, thus reducing the
. learance above the earth or even causing the
arth to appear as an obstruction in the path.

Reflections from the surface of the sea may also
ause fading in over-sea links by tending to cancel

•he signals received over the direct path between
he transmitting and receiving aerials. Studies
>f the propagation over various land and sea

••aths have shown that, in general, paths up to
i bout 40 miles long can be employed successfully
ind that transmitted powers of about one watt
i re adequate at 4,000 Me. s. for relaying television
ignals or several hundreds of telephony channels.

Micro-wave Links
'f he micro-wave links existing in Great Britain

it the present time, or which are under construc-
lon, arc shown in Fig. 8; they are London—

Birmingham (900 Me. s.),7 Manchester—Edin-
burgh (4,000 Me. s.)" and London—Castleton,
South Wales (200 Me. s. and 4,000 Me. s.).

The first two links have been designed primarily
for relaying television signals; the third is an
experimental link between the Post Office Radio
Laboratories at Dollis Hill, London, and Castleton,
South Wales. An experimental link for studying
propagation at 4,000 Me. s. on an over-sea path
has also been set up between stations near Belfast
ind Stranraer.

In France, a one-way link operating on about
>oo Me. s. exists between Paris and Lille and
> in use by the Radio-Diffusion Fran^aise for
claying television signals; a more complex system

•iperating on about 3,750 Me. s. and capable
>f providing three two-way television channels,
•ach 10 Me. s. wide, is under obstruction

MICRO-WAVES

between Paris and Lille for the French Post
Office Administration.9

In the United States, the Bell System has
designed and constructed a 4,000 Me. s. radio
relay system linking New York, Chicago and
San Francisco,10 spanning a distance of some
2,900 miles, with 106 repeater stations in tandem.
This system provides at present two two-way
television channels, each 8 Me. s. wide, with
an ultimate capacity of six television channels;
it is claimed that each television channel can be
used for several hundred telephony channels.
The Western Union Telegraph Company have
in operation a 4,000 Me. s. radio relay system
linking New York, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia
and Washington, which provides an ultimate
capacity of some 1,000 V.F. telegraphy channels.1'

In this short survey it has been possible only
to touch briefly on the main characteristics of
micro-waves and their applications. Nevertheless,
perhaps enough has been said to indicate that
micro-waves constitute a transmission technique
with considerable potentialities. Much work
remains to be done, particularly on the develop-
ment of simpler and cheaper repeaters and long-
life micro-wave valves.

Nothing has been said on the relative merits
of micro-wave links and coaxial cable links;
there is undoubtedly a place for each in the main
transmission network of the country, and the
extent of use of micro-waves is a matter that
can be safely left to the future to resolve.

The author's thanks are due to Electric and
Musical Industries and Standard Telephones
and Cables for permission to publish Figs. 2
and 3 respectively.
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Transit Phototelegraphs —'Phototelegraphy and Red Cross —
Electronic Directors — Telephone Staffing — Patron of Tele-
communications — Civic Visit to Whitehall — Coloured Labels —
Auxiliary Automatic Intercomm. Systems—" Restricted" Service—
Old-time Call Office Keys — Broadcast Relay Licences — British
Industries Fair — I.P.O.E.E. Competitions.

Transit Phototelegraph Services.—For some
time it has been realised that London is well
situated as a potential transit centre for photo-
telegraph traffic between Europe and the rest of
the world.

A step towards this end was taken on the
18th May by the transfer of the European line
phototelegraph services from the Central Telegraph
Office to Electra House ("London Station" of the
Post Office Cable and Wireless services), which
operates a few radio services to Europe, but the
great majority of its services are to the British
Commonwealth and the American continent.

The combined wire and radio unit was first used
as a transit centre on the 2oth May, as a result of
a request the previous day from a customer in
Greece, who asked for a photograph to be trans-
mitted from Paris to Greece. A suitable rate was
agreed by all three countries and the picture went
through without incident.

Standard rates for through pictures have been
agreed for services between Belgium, Sweden,
Norway and Finland on the one hand and the
British Commonwealth and the American continent
on the other. Special steps have been taken to
ensure that the transit services with Finland will
be ready for use in time for the Olympic Games.
The remaining European administrations have all
been approached and it is hoped that full transit
facilities will soon be available between all
European and extra-European countries to which
the Post Office has direct access.

As regards actual transmission, all pictures are
relayed through London automatically, wherever
possible; but because of the "temperamental"
qualities of radio transmission, it is not always
possible to do this, and the pictures are then
reproduced and retransmitted from London
Station. The advantages of being able to do all
this in one picture room will be readily appreciated.

Phototelegraphy and the International Red
Cross.—An interesting enquiry was received early
this year from the International Red Cross Com-
mittee, who were investigating the possibilities of
phototelegraphy in transmitting vital documents
between Switzerland and combatant countries in
the event of serious international disorders. This
would have obvious advantages, of course, in that
the documents would not be held up by inter-
mediate censorship or any other material difficulties
in transit countries.

The British and American administrations were
asked to co-operate in transmitting, as an experi-
ment, photostats and microfilms of certain Red
Cross documents. These were sent by line from
the C.T.O. and by radio from Electra House.

The results of the tests confirmed the view of
the Post Office, already expressed in writing to the
Red Cross, that the print in the documents,
particularly the microfilm, was far too small for
satisfactory reception. The tests have shown, how-
ever, that transmission will be possible, providing
good quality, clearly printed documents of a
standard size and colour are used.

Electronic Directors at Richmond

lixperimental Electronic Directors at Rich-
mond.—During recent years there have been very
:apid advances in the development of electronic
cchniques and in their application to a wide
ariety of purposes such as the construction of

.omputors and the so-called "electronic brain".
:'ost Office Engineers at the Dollis Hill Research
Station have been studying the application of these
•cchniques to automatic telephone exchanges,
fheir aim is to provide telephone exchanges
operated entirely by electronic means instead of by
•he present type of electro-mechanical switch. The
electronic apparatus has no moving parts, it is
ilmost instantaneous in operation, and may
eventually prove cheaper to instal and maintain
than our present-day exchanges. Six electronic
directors have been constructed in the Post Office
Laboratories and have recently been brought into
^ervice at Richmond Telephone Exchange in
London. The director is that part of the exchange
•quipment which, in large cities such as London,

Desponds to the three letters dialled by the sub-
-criber and steers his call to the wanted exchange.
\ single director does this for about half a million
calls a year; with the present type of electro-
nechanical director, the operation is somewhat
loisy and there is a good deal of mechanical wear
irought about by the hard usage. The electronic
1i rector has no moving parts and does its work
ilently.

The installation at Richmond is experimental
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and is believed to be the first instance of the use
of a fully electronic item of switching equipment
in a public telephone system in the world and
places this country in the front line of development
in this new field.

There are, however, many research problems
and practical difficulties still to be overcome and
it will be some years before the new idea can be
developed as a complete system for installation in
our exchanges.

Telephone Staffing and Service.—During the
early months of this year, there was a considerable
increase in the number of candidates applying for
employment as telephonists, particularly in London,
and this enabled staff to be recruited to fill
vacancies that had existed at many exchanges.
Whereas in 1951 the London telephonist staff was
about 1,400 below strength, this deficiency has
now been made good, with applications for employ-
ment being received at a rate of as many as 700 in
a week. There has been a similar marked improve-
ment in a number of provincial towns. In con-
sequence of the more satisfactory staffing position,
the service has improved. During the quarter
ending 3ist March, 1952, the national average
time to answer on trunk and toll calls was s.j
seconds, as compared with 9.4 seconds in the first
quarter of 1951, and rather better than the pre-war
figure.

In an apostolic brief,
the Pope has named the
Archangel Gabriel as the
patron of telecommunica-
tions. We present an
artist 's conception of
Gabriel in this aspect.

Gabriel, in Jewish and
Christian literature, is
one of the seven arch-
angels who occupy the
front rank in Heaven. By-

repute, he is the messenger of God, and is first
named in the Book of Daniel: ". . . even the man
Gabriel . . . being caused to fly swiftly . . . in-
formed me and talked with me". St. Luke repre-
sents him as announcing to Zacharias the birth of
John the Baptist—"I am Gabriel that stand in the
presence of God, and am sent to speak with thee"
—and to Mary the birth of Christ.
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Mayoral Visit to Whitehall.—On the I5th May,
the Whitehall Telephone Exchange (Centre Area,
London Telecommunications Region) was hon-
oured for the first time in its history by a civic visit
by the Right Worshipful Mayor of the City of
Westminster, Councillor A. Stiver, J.P., B.Sc.,
F.R.I.C.

The mayoral party was received by the Telephone
Manager, Mr. H. M. Turner, A.M.I.E.E., together
with the Heads of Divisions and the Chief Super-
visor of the exchange. Mr. C. O. Horn, Deputy
Regional Director, was present as a guest of
honour.

The west wing of the building, which contains
the famous Nell Gwynne staircase (a feature which
distinguishes this exchange from all others as being
the only one, part of which is scheduled as an
ancient monument), was thrown open for the
occasion.

* * *
Coloured Labels.—Telephone operators of
necessity spend many hours facing, at close range,
alternate strips of white labels and dark jacks. To
reduce the contrast between jacks and labels,
experiments are in progress using paper labels
tinted in quiet pastel shades. They have been
arranged in an arbitrary pattern over the outgoing
junction and trunk multiple, to help the operator
to find the required route.

A similar result has been achieved with calling
signals, by grouping circuits in batches according
to the colour of label needed for operating purposes
(for example, red for coin box) and using a pastel
shade instead of white. We have yet to see whether
the colours fade badly and whether they can be
matched when new labels are needed.

New Facilities.—It sometimes happens that a
subscriber with a P.M.B.X. wants an auxiliary
automatic intercommunication system but does not
need full P.A.B.X. working. The possibility of
solving this problem by using a P.A.B.X. No. 2 in
conjunction with, say, a P.M.B.X. tA is being
investigated.

* * *
"Restricted" Telephone Service.—The con-
nection of new subscribers has been held up in
some exchange areas in the past because the
exchange is carrying a traffic overload at certain
times of the day and additional calls cannot be
handled until more exchange equipment is pro-
vided. To help in such cases, service is being
offered on the condition that the lines will not be
available for making outgoing calls during the busy
periods. The arrangements vary in detail to suit
the different circumstances at automatic exchanges,
auto-manual exchanges and manual exchanges.

A Problem Find.—The object in this photograph
was found on Bread and Cheese Hill, Thundersley,
Essex, in 1948 and was subsequently handed in to
Post Office Headquarters.

The National Telephone Company left its
Oxford Court premises some 55 years ago and
ceased to exist before the first World War, but the
advertised reward of 55. was paid to the finder and
the key is being kept as a museum piece.

For those of us whose memories do not go back
so far, the original use of these keys was a pretty
puzzle, but it was eventually discovered that they
used to be issued to members of the Stock Ex-
change and the Baltic and Wool Exchanges who
wanted to be able to make trunk calls, from the
special suites of call offices provided, after the
attendants had gone off duty and locked up for the
night.

International Conference.—The United King-
dom will be represented at the Plenipotentiary
(Conference of the International Telecommuni-
idtion Union, which opens at Buenos Aires on
(tctober i, by a delegation led by Sir Bertram
crram, K.C.M.G. (Ambassador to Chile, 1949-
151) and including Col. A. H. Read, C.B.,

s i.B.E., T.D., Director of Overseas Telecom-
• :unications, G.P.O., and eight other members
, • the Post Office staff.

The Post Office, on behalf of the United King-
>m, has put forward a number of proposals

ir the revision of the International Telecommuni-
ation Convention; similar proposals have been
cade by the remaining 86 members of the Union.
he Conference is expected to last for two or

:iree months; a revised convention will be signed
-id will probably come into force a year or so
iter, after it has been ratified by the governments.
The International Telecommunication Union

as created at a conference in Madrid in 1932,
•• a fusion of the International Telegraph Union
1865) and the International Radiotelegraph
nion (1906). The purpose of the International

• clecommunication Union is to ensure uni-
ormity of operating procedure, standardisation

•f equipment, and the proper regulation of the
crvices. The constitution was considerably altered
sid expanded in 1949, following decisions taken
t the Plenipotentiary Conference at Atlantic

' 'ty in 1947-
An article "The Atlantic City Convention

i Retrospect" appeared in the first issue of the
. \>st Office Telecommunications Journal November,

948. '
* * *

• Jroadcast Relay Exchanges.—Sixteen licences
•o operate television relay exchanges have been
issued, but the only service that has yet been
<ieveloped is in Gloucester, where, at the end of
March, 1952, 450 subscribers had been connected.

* * *
Jritish Industries Fair.—The provision of
iequate telephone facilities is specially important
> both exhibitors and visitors at the British
ndustries Fair, which opened in London and

Birmingham this year on the fth May.
In London, 75 public call offices were provided
Earls Court and 45 at Olympia. The needs of

idividual exhibitors were served by more than
,000 exchange lines—350 at Earls Court and 700
t Olympia.

At the Birmingham section of the Fair, a
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temporary manual telephone exchange named
"Fair" was opened and remained open for some
days after the Fair closed. This exchange had 650
subscribers. Eighteen kiosks were provided for
local calls and six for trunk and international calls.

Special directories of exhibitors' telephone
numbers were issued in London and Birmingham.

Teleprinter services linked the London section
of the Fair with Cable and Wireless services at
Electra House.

Removable Self-Sealing Coin Containers for
Call Offices.—Experiments have been conducted
with a removable self-sealing coin container for use
in coin boxes in call offices. The container fits into
the coin chamber at the base of the box; when it
is inserted, the coin aperture in the container is
automatically opened, but it shuts itself again when
the container is withdrawn. Existing coin boxes do
not normally need to be removed for the container
to be fitted but can be adapted on site. Bulk
supplies of the containers are being obtained and
a programme of installations will shortly be drawn
up.

I.P.O.E.E. Essay Competitions.—Every year
since 1930, including the war years, the Institution
of Post Office Electrical Engineers has held an
essay competition, "to further interest in the
performance of engineering duties and to en-
courage the expression of thought given to day-to-
day departmental activities", for members of the
Engineering Department below the rank of
Inspector. Draughtsmen, Class II, with less than
five years' service on that grade are also eligible to
compete. The closing date is the 3ist December.

In addition to five cash prizes, certificates of
merit are awarded.

Any subject relevant to current telegraph or
telephone practice will be accepted. A leaflet giving
full particulars and hints can be obtained from the
Secretary (G.P.O., Alder House, London, E.C.i).

J. C. Belcher, as a Technical
Officer, won first prize in the
1951-52 competition, for "Radio
Interference due to Non-Linear
Circuit Elements". He is now
an Assistant Engineer in New-
castle Area.
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Telephone Accounts and Savings Stamps.—•
Telephone subscribers who wish to avoid having
to find the whole amount due on six-monthly
accounts at one time may sometimes find it
convenient to purchase savings stamps in instal-
ments and use them towards payment of their
accounts. Savings stamps are not suitable to be
sent through the post as remittances, but if a
subscriber is willing to pay his account at a Post
Office he can encash his savings stamps at the same
time, in many offices as part of the same trans-
action.

When the Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's
Treasury authorised, in 1715, expenditure of 20s.
a day on each of six Post Office Surveyors, they
stipulated that the charge should be kept up "no
longer than shall be absolutely necessary". Their
Lordships showed little understanding of Post
Office work, for 230 years were to pass before the
Surveyors were found to be no longer "absolutely
necessary".

For more than a couple of centuries, they were
Monarchs of All they Surveyed—to use the
title of their story, by two of them, J. T. Foxell
and A. O. Spafford, published for the Postmaster
General by Her Majesty's Stationery Office at
2s. 6d.—but it was the telephone that kilUd them;
their autumn began in 1906, when plans were
made to train them in telephony, ready for the
take-over in 1912; the last Surveyor retired in 1943.

The writers seem to be rather overwhelmed by
the idea of machinery replacing the more personal
work of the old Surveyors. "The new machinery",
they write, "is geared by complex rods and chains
to the main source of power at Headquarters.
With bearings well lubricated by the oil of
conference, moving parts governed by circulating
directives, power engendered by the ardour of the
General Directorate and distributed by functional
live wires, the career of the new engine opened
with high hopes of useful service and scientific
achievement." There remains, however, let us
hope, some scope for that kind of individual
initiative by which the Surveyors contributed so
largely towards creating the Post Office of to-day.
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